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What a year it’s been. I am sure none of us will forget 2020, the year
of Covid 19, and the effect it’s had on our lives. Having said that,
2020 has just flown by and Christmas is just around the corner.
At the time of going to print there are still a couple of rides on the
calendar with the first event for 2021 being the AGM to be held once
again in Bathurst on 20 February. Full details can be found in this
newsletter.
Due to the small number of rides that have been run, there are no
point score results in this newsletter .Currently there are numerous
people in the same position on the ladder so there is no point in
publishing at this stage. The final point score results for NSW will be
in the January/February newsletter.
With the Covid 19 restrictions, and the lack of rides, there has been
very little copy for the newsletter! No ride results, no ride reviews or
previews! Virtually nothing.
But, with the help of a lot of you out there, our usual ride reports and results have been replaced
with some very interesting and entertaining articles. Without your help and assistance, the
newsletter would have had to hibernate until such time as the sport got up and running again.
Fortunately, that didn’t happen and you now have the last edition for 2020 which again has some
very interesting and entertaining articles in it.
You will find nominations for the State committee and proxy forms in this edition of the
newsletter. An AGM booklet will be sent out prior to the AGM.
Wishing everyone a very Merry Christmas and a successful and enjoyable 2021.
Front Cover: Ian Curtis with Blake's Heaven Summer Wind, successful at the Tumut ride.
Photo: Animal Focus.
Cover design: Henley Design.
Editor: Helen Rich
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Vice President’s Report
2020..What a year it has been!
I would like to take a moment to thank each and every one
of our members for their support and understanding through
this challenging and unprecedented year.
Keeping up to date with the government restrictions has
been a marathon in itself but compliance is essential for our
sport to proceed in any form.
By the time you are reading this newsletter the Matar
Stables Bullio Cup will have been run and won and we will
have just a few rides left on the calendar. Windeyer, State
Championships and the recent addition of a training
weekend at Scenic City, to finish the season off. Thank you
to these ride committees for putting your hand up and giving
us the opportunity to ride!
Preparations for the 2020 NSW State Championships are in
the home straight and we look forward to welcoming you all
to the lovely Bondo Forest, just up the hill from where the
very first NSW State Championships was run in 1985.
We are currently on the hunt for a host committee for the
2021 NSW State Championships so don't forget to submit
an EOI - details can be found in this newsletter!
Our new Electronic Timing System has been ordered and is
in production. A huge thank you to the Lachlan Endurance
Riders Club for their very generous donation of $10,000 to
go towards the purchase of this equipment. It will be ready for use in 2021 and we are calling for volunteers
across the State to learn how to set up and use the system, please contact us to put in your EOI.
As always at this time of year the SMC begins to make preparations for the AGM to be held on 20 February
in Bathurst, save the date and come along to have your say on the important issues in or sport and consider
putting your hand up for election to the committee.
In conjunction with the AGM, we have decided to continue with a points score this year as recognition for the
efforts our members and their beautiful horses have put in despite the uncertainties we have faced this year.
The presentation will of course be held during the dinner dance as usual. You will find a SMC notice on
page 24 in this newsletter, relating to the awards to be presented this year.
Happy and safe riding for the remainder of the year!
Noni

Websites where you can obtain up to date information on current restrictions.
https://www.nsw.gov.au/covidhttps://www.nsw.gov.au/covid
https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/coronavirus
https://www.equestrian.org.au

NSW ERA
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Until further notice, all meetings are held via tele conference
At the time of going to print there are no scheduled NSW SMC meetings.
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Treasurer’s Report 2020.
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Program

2020 Annual General Meeting Notice
Venue Panthers Bathurst, 132 Piper St
Bathurst
20 February 2021

Saturday 20 February 2021
From 11.30 am
12.30pm – (approx.) 4.30 pm
6.30 pm – midnight

Registration for voting and renewal of memberships
Annual General Meeting
2020 presentation and dinner dance

Agenda for AGM











Confirm minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting
President’s report
Secretary’s report
Financial report
Committee reports
Election for committee vacancies
Notices of special resolutions and motions and nominations for life membership (if any)
Discussion items and SMC notices
General business

Attendance and voting

Any person can attend the meeting. However, only senior financial members are entitled to vote. If you
were a Senior Member for 2020 or have joined as a Senior Member for 2021 you are entitled to vote. You
do not have to rejoin to participate in the meeting but please bring your 2020 membership card with you.

Proxy votes

Each senior financial member who attends may hold up to five (5) proxy votes on behalf of other senior
financial members. A copy of the proxy form is included in this newsletter.
Proxy forms must be received by the Secretary at least 24 hours before the start of the meeting.
Please note the contact details below.
Mail proxy forms to The Secretary NSWERA, 105 Langford Drive, Kariong NSW 2250 to arrive no later than
Friday 19 February 2021. Please be sure to leave time for mail to arrive. Alternatively, forms can be
scanned and emailed to the Secretary at secretary@nswera.asn.au to arrive no later than 12.30pm Friday
19 February 2021.

Nominations for Committee

An election of the new committee will be conducted. Anyone wishing to nominate must complete a
nomination form, a copy of the form is included in this newsletter. Please include your name, membership
number, a brief description of your involvement with endurance riding and reasons for seeking election to
the committee. Please sign the form.
Nomination forms must be received by the Secretary at least 7 days before the start of the meeting.
Please note the contact details below.
Mail nomination forms to the Secretary NSWERA, 105 Langford Drive, Kariong NSW 2250, to arrive no later
than Friday 12 February 2021. Please leave time for mail to arrive. Forms can be emailed to the Secretary
at secretary@nswera.asn.au to arrive no later than 12.30pm Saturday 13 February 2021.
Please note that there is no option to fax proxy or committee nomination forms.

Nominations for the Committee to be put on notice.
Term ends February 2021

Term ends February 2022

Tony Warren

Kylie Jonkers

Jacque Wright

Kerry Fowler-Smith

Noni Seagrim

Peter Bice

Alamdar Dastani

Belinda Hopley

Vacant

Matthew Walker
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There are five positions up for election, each for a full two-year term.
Nominations must be made by two current Senior Members (quote membership numbers). The nominee
must be a current Senior Member and must give his/her written consent. Nominations for election to the
NSWERA Committee will be accepted by the Secretary up to seven (7) days before the date of the AGM
(NSWERA Constitution rule 17.1).
If insufficient nominations are received to fill all vacancies, the people nominated as per rule 17(1) will be
deemed elected and further nominations will be received from the floor at the Annual General Meeting
(NSWERA Constitution rule 17.2). If insufficient further nominations are received, any remaining vacant
positions will be deemed casual vacancies (rule 17(3)). The committee will attempt to fill any casual
vacancies in accordance with rule 16(4)).
If the number of nominations received is equal to the number of vacancies, the people nominated will be
deemed elected (rule 17.4).
If the number of nominations received prior to the meeting exceeds the number of vacancies, a ballot will be
held at the meeting and the five people with the most number of votes will fill the vacancies (rules 17(5) and
17(6).
If further nominations are required to be taken at the meeting, and those nominations exceed the number
required to fill the remaining vacancies, a ballot will be held. In this case, the number of people required to
fill the remaining vacancies with the most number of votes will be deemed elected (rules 17(5) and 17(6).

Notices of motions
Notices of motions must be received by the Secretary no later than 31 December 2020 and will be sent to
members in the AGM booklet.

Nominations for Life Membership
Nominations must be made by at least two financial members in writing, accompanied by a detailed
list of the proposed member’s contributions to the Association over an extended period of time.
Nominations must be received by the Secretary no later than 31 December 2020 and will be sent to
members in the AGM booklet.

Awards Presentation
Please attend to celebrate the achievements of our members in 2020.
Due to the effect of COVID 19 on our 2020 calendar, the 2020 awards will be slightly modified.
Unfortunately, we will not be awarding the traditional bronze horse head trophies. The awards will be
reduced to recognise 1st to 5th place and 1st place in the Intermediate Division as voted at last year’s AGM.

Accommodation
There are a number of motels/hotels in the Bathurst area:
Country Lodge Motor Inn: 145 William St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 4888 (This is one is closest to the
venue)
The George Hotel - 201 George St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 3399
Bathurst Heritage Motor Inn - 102 Stewart St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6334 3433
Ben Chifley Motor Inn - 272 Stewart St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 5055
Bathurst Explorers Motel - 357 Stewart St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 2966
Littomore Hotels and Suites - 19 Charlotte St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 2211
Panorama Bathurst - 51 Durham St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 2666
Bathurst Motor Inn - 87 Durham St, Bathurst NSW 2795 6331 2222
Courtesy Bus
The Panthers Bathurst courtesy bus is available, bookings are required. Please call 6330 0600 to make a
booking.

Dinner

The meal will consist of a two course buffet with a choice of salad, hot dishes and desserts. Kids menu,
vegetarian and gluten free options will be available.
When making your booking, please advise any special dietary needs. The premises is licensed, so no
BYOG.
Dinner price for adults is $36.00 per person, children $12.00.
Please send your dinner booking form (below) and payment via one of the options on the form, to
arrive no later than 10 February 2021 so we can give final numbers to the venue.
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IMPORTANT: IF YOU KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE RECIPIENT OF TROPHIES OR RIBBONS AND YOU
WILL NOT BE ATTENDING THE PRESENTATION, PLEASE NOMINATE A PERSON WHO WILL BE
COLLECTING YOUR AWARD/S FOR YOU, AND ADVISE THE NSWERA SECRETARIAT ON (02) 4938
0081 OR EMAIL secretariat@nswera.asn.au.
Misplaced trophies are not the responsibility of the NSWERA.

NSWERA AGM Dinner Booking Form
RSVP by 10 February 2021
NAME
Phone

Email:

No of Adults

($36.00 per person two course meal)

No of Children

($12.00 per person, under 12 years)

If you have any special dietary needs, please indicate below:

TOTAL PAYABLE by cheque $

or credit card

Type of Credit Card eg Visa, Mastercard etc.
Name on Credit Card

(please print clearly)

Credit card number
Expiry Date

CCV

Amount to be charged $

Signature
Are you the recipient of trophies/ribbons

Yes No

(circle)

Post with your cheque to NSW ERA Secretariat, 109 Sandy Creek Road, Mt Vincent NSW 2323, or
email form and credit card details to secretariat@nswera.asn.au
Phone 4938 0081

Calling for Expressions of Interest
NSWERA SMC are calling for expressions of interest from suitably qualified Ride Organisers to
host the 2021 NSWERA State Championships.
If you would like to be considered for the opportunity to run the prestigious event, please direct
any enquiries to John Howe 63737750 home or 0437637750 business or email
greengully2005@yahoo.com.au.
Expressions of interest must be lodged with the NSWERA Secretariat before close of business
30th January, 2021 so that the successful applicant can be announced at the AGM to be held on
20.2.2021
Ride booking forms and Expressions of Interest forms can be obtained form the NSWERA
website.
John Howe. Ride Calendar Portfolio
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NOTICES TO MEMBERS
Use of Hoods in vetting areas.
Dear Members
As you probably know, a motion that ‘horses

are permitted to wear hoods at all times,
including at all veterinary examinations at all endurance rides’ was passed by the
members at the Annual General Meeting in February 2020. Following the wishes of our members,
your State Management Committee has implemented this decision. We also put a motion to the AERA
to clarify Rule 63.9.1 to allow horses to be presented for vetting wearing hoods, but this motion was
defeated.
The AERA has determined that Rule 63.9.1 must be interpreted as not permitting horses to be
presented for veterinary inspections wearing hoods. AERA has advised that by allowing horses to be
presented for vetting wearing hoods, we are in contravention of the AERA Rules (Rule 3.16). AERA
has requested that we immediately rescind the ‘local rule’ and cease allowing horses to enter the
vetting areas wearing hoods. .
Regretfully, in accordance with the AERA instruction, we are advising all members that horses
are not permitted to enter vetting areas while wearing hoods. This does not restrict the use of
hoods at other times during endurance events.

NSW ERA Ride Organisers’ Forum,
21 Feb 2021.
NSWERA has purchased an Electronic Timing System with the assistance from the Lachlan
Endurance Riders. We are inviting Ride Organisers to come and learn this system to use at their rides.
We are also asking what you want covered at the Forum this year. We have a few new rider incentives
(Mentor program, Step up Program and online information sessions). We also hope to have incentives
for new ride organiser committees, and ride committees willing to put on information weekends and
120k and 160k rides next year.
Please let me know if you have any other issue you want covered and if you are interested in attending
the forum.
Many thanks, Belinda, Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au

Chief Steward Notification
AERA Biosecurity and Risk Management Plans.
As the Chief Steward is responsible for the general control, conduct and safety of your event, part of
that responsibility is to review the Risk Management plan in conjunction with the ROC. NSW ERA
would like to remind all ride committees to please send a copy of their Risk Management and
Biosecurity plans to the Chief Steward officiating at their ride in a timely manner.
Could all Chief Stewards please ensure these documents are received from the ROC so that they may
be reviewed in a timely manner with the ROC.
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NSW STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
27TH - 29TH NOVEMBER 2020
BONDO FOREST, TUMUT
*****NEW DATE*****

Gather to the fray and venture from near and far to try your hardy horses in the foothills of the Snowy
Mountains.
The Tumut Endurance Club is pleased to announce we will still be hosting the 2020 NSW State
Championships on our new date in November.
We are working hard towards making this an outstanding event for all participants and the local Tumut
community, in the new Covid-19 world!
Each leg of the 80 & 160km rides will offer riders a bit of everything. There will be some hills, undulating
sections and some fast tracks where horse and rider can really open up.
There will be a nice variety of catering available on site and Tumut is a short 25 minute drive away for all
the essentials including horse feed.
We have pre booked some great vendors for our shopaholics, and invite anyone to contact us if you are
interested in having a stall to advertise/sell your products.
Please note:

Pre-nominations are essential and will be open on Manehub ahead of the event



Limited mobile reception at the ride base.



Dogs are allowed, but need to be on a lead and contained at all times.



Fires are allowed but need to be off the ground and in a drum/fire pit.



The ride base will be open from midday Wednesday 25 November



Horse and Human COVID declarations will be collected at the gate.


COVID Declaration for all persons on site.
Three day temperature log for those travelling from a low Hendra area.
Ten day temperature log for those travelling from a high Hendra area.
We have some great sponsorship packages available, for those wanting to get involved please contact
Bridget Maher (bridget88@live.com.au)
Please stay tuned to the NSW Website and the 2020 NSW State Championships Facebook Page for all
the information!
https://nswera.asn.au/events/nsw-state-championships.html
https://www.facebook.com/2020-NSW-State-Championships-Tumut-100829918053782/
Jolene Cole, Emma Cole, Lizzie Moir. Photo by Bridget Maher taken at the Matar Stables ride held at
Tumut.
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Photos taken by Bridget Maher at the Matar Stables Bullio ride held in Tumut. The ride was held
over parts of the NSW State ride to be held later in the year (COVID 19 willing).
Above: Avril Cummins at check point 3 on first leg of 85km
Below: Riders leaving checkpoint 3, first leg of the 85km ride.
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Scenic City Summer
5 to 6 December 2020

To see off what has not been a great year for endurance, or much else, B7 Events is holding an
intermediate and social ride on the first weekend in December.
This will be a relaxed event catering for anyone who wants to come to a ride and have fun without being
competitive. To start a new horse, re-start a not so new horse or just see out the season in style.
The ride base is the usual Scenic City base, on the corner of Cotter Road and Mount Stromlo Road in
Stromlo, Canberra. This is a central Canberra location close to all amenities, shops and restaurants at
Weston Creek shopping centre.
The 40km ride will start at 6 am or 6.30 am, depending on the weather and all entrants must vet on Saturday
afternoon. The 20 km will start at 8 am or 8.30 am, vetting can be done on Saturday or on Sunday morning.
Please bring your drinking water as there is no tap water at the ride base.
The course will cross Cotter Road and take riders along the Bicentennial National Trail with beautiful views to
the Brindabella Mountains, hopefully also getting a breeze.
The 40 km has no big hills but is not flat and is quite nice underfoot.
The 20 km will follow a portion of the same course.
The tracks are currently soft and lined with beautiful grass as Canberra, our scenic national capital, has had
wonderful rain through winter and spring.
We have chosen the course to avoid the bikes which frequent Stromlo Forest Park, however, horses will
have to cross Cotter Road twice so some degree of traffic experience is needed.
Riders may also encounter the odd walker or runner, dogs (on leads) and bicycles as we have to share trails.
All entries must be made in advance through Trybooking, late fees may apply after 30 November 2020.
Search Scenic City Starter.
Entry fees. 40 km - $50 plus day membership for non-members of NSWERA
20 km- $40 plus day membership for non-members of NSWERA.
Refunds will be provided as per the
refund policy which will be on the
Trybooking entry.
Details will also be notified on our
Scenic City Facebook page and
NSWERA website.
If you cannot ride, or are riding and
bringing a friend, consider
volunteering. We need helpers for
road crossings, checkpoints, and in
the ride base on the Sunday.
Without volunteers, running this or
any other ride would not be possible.
SEE US ON FACEBOOK SCENIC
CITY ENDURANCE RIDE
Contact: Fia Hasko-Stewart 0401
999 473
blakesheavenhorses@gmail.com
Tegan and Anita Ashby
Photo: Courtesy of Animal Focus
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SHAHZADA—
Monday, 23RD to Friday, 27TH August, 2021 …….
our 40th Anniversary

With 2020 coming to a close and Covid 19 causing the cancellation of Shahzada this year, all eyes are
turning towards an “action packed” endurance calendar next year heading towards Shahzada 2021 from
Monday, 23rd August to Friday, 27th August and the Mini Marathon from Tuesday, 24th to Thursday, 26th
August.
Please check the rule book on the NSW ERA website for qualifications for all horses and riders for
Marathon and Mini Marathon rides and remember the 13th month rule for those entering Shahzada and if
you are entering the Mini Marathon, you will need to complete 2 x 40km rides as a rider.
Lots of fun promised during the Shahzada 2021 week with the Dog Races and Dress up Day on the
Thursday, Dancing Competitions and My Kitchen Rules as usual during the week and heaps of
entertainment for everyone in camp.
There will be a track clearing weekend to be advertised in March 2021 so please come along and help
clear tracks and have a great weekend with us all in St Albans.
When Shahzada was cancelled this year, we asked for people to relate their favourite memories and here
are a few of Shahzada and the Mini Marathon:Kylie Jonker’s 2018 memory –
Shahzada 2018 probably my most treasured buckle so far
this was a very special completion for a lot of
reasons. Missing being there this year and can’t wait for 2021
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2020
50 years since W.A’s first 100 mile ride by Amanda Rayner
Duranillin farmer and horse breeder Jock Ainsworth spent twelve months making preparations for the first
100 mile ride held at Easter in 1970.
The ride was named the ‘Chippendale 100’ after Mr Ainsworth’s property.
The start was preceded by a two hour country and western concert and BBQ attended by more than 1,000
people. Spectators cheered the riders on their way from 11 pm following moonrise on Easter Sunday.
The race, as it was called then, went from Jock’s farm about seven miles south east of Duranillin to the
Waroona showgrounds 100 miles to the north-west.
The race was originally planned to end at Mandurah but when the distance was measured it was found to
be 30 miles too far. The route was along railway service tracks taking in the towns of Capercup, Cordering,
Bowelling and Treesville.
Thirty two entries were received from as far north as Carnarvon and as far south as Albany.
Last minute scratching’s reduced the field to 26 starters, 14 men and 12 women.
Veteran rider and owner of the Lake Erie Arab Stud at Narrikup, Mr Oliver Treasure (60) won the ride in a
time of 9 hrs and 43 mins. Mr Treasure weighed 191 lbs (87kg) and also won the special award for best
effort in the heavyweight division for riders 190 lbs or more. Minimum weight for all riders in the ride was
160 lbs.
His mount, Grey Frost, a nine year old Anglo Arabian, had been bred by Mr Treasure. Grey Frost was sired
by the Arab stallion Kasskaid who was sold to a buyer from Indonesia several years before.
Wiry and obviously accustomed to long hours in the saddle, Mr Treasure prepared Grey Frost for the race
with consistent riding particularly in the final six weeks. “My preparation included a lot of sand and hill work”.
Second placegetter was Alan Barnes (18) of Wagin who was the youngest competitor to complete in a time
of 9hrs and 48 mins.
With all the riders competing for the first time in an event of this kind it was felt the winning times were
particularly impressive.
Eight riders completed the course some withdrawing along the way as they failed to pass the vet checks,
other riders withdrew as they themselves were exhausted.
Eight members of the Veterinary Association gave their services free of charge. A spokesman for the vets
said ‘’that under the endurance riding rules there was no chance of the horses being over taxed”.
There were three checkpoints on the ride with a compulsory one hour rest at each.
The winner left Chippendale at 11.30 pm a half an hour after the other riders and arrived at Bowelling at
2.32 am. After an hours rest he covered the next 22 miles arriving at 5.47 am at Treesville. Leaving at 6.47
am he covered the next 22 miles to arrive at Hoffmans Mill at 8.36 am. He completed the final 22 miles in
3hrs and 23 mins arriving at Waroona at 12.13 pm.
Following the ride a meeting was held to organise a better ride from the lessons learnt, improvement at the
checkpoints and a more exciting finish.
The course was also changed to take in Wellington Weir on some steeper forest tracks and also a climb up
Mt Lennard.
In 1971 the Chippendale 100 was run again with 29 starters and 10 completions.
It was won by Joe Napier (40) from Derby, a cattle station owner who normally used his horse Chuck-aLuck for stockwork. A former Queensland rodeo rider his wife also rode finishing in fifth position.
The vet’s comment was that the horses and riders were better prepared and conditioned for the ride even
though the course was made more testing than in the previous year.
Under the light of the full moon on Easter Sunday 1972 the third Chippendale 100 took place with 20 riders
competing.
The winner was Jock Ainsworth’s son Eric (30) riding his five year old mare Sharna. Eric whittled down a
deficit of 10 minutes over the last leg to win by 15 minutes in a time of 11hrs and 29 mins. It was Eric’s third
start in the event. He placed sixth in 1970 and was disqualified in 1971.
Eleven riders completed the ride.
(Continued on page 14)
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CHIPPENDALE ‘100’
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Left to right : Oliver Treasure on Grey Frost, Alan
Barnes on horse unknown, Pat Sharpe on Gay
Guard , Margaret Davy on Stormy arriving at the
Waroona showgrounds

The prize for the event, as in previous years, was the coveted gold plated perpetual trophy worth $500.
The event was well organised with more stewards, timekeepers and helpers. The West Arthur Civil
Defence Group, with two way radios, kept a close tab on all riders during the entire event.
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

Unfortunately the following year the ride was cancelled. Mr Ainsworth said the effort of arranging and
improving the ride had become too much for his family to organise. The president of the W.A. Horseman’s
Association, Miss V. Mayger, said that Mr Ainsworth’s decision would disappoint horsemen interested in
endurance riding.

The Chippendale 100 was the major endurance ride in W.A. and was one of the best in Australia. Support
for this field of riding had grown with breeders also becoming interested in providing horses for the
endurance test.
Endurance riding did continue in 1973 with a 100 mile ride held from the Northam racetrack. Little
information could be found about this ride.
These rides were not run under the Australian Endurance riding rules as the WAERA had not come into
being until 1976..
This is an account of the very early days of endurance riding in our State compiled by the riders and
newspaper articles.
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Ride Review

Glen Innes Endurance Inc.- Ride the Range
Sunday 4th October 2020
The Glen Innes Endurance Club was fortunate to run the last NSW Endurance Ride before Covid 19
restrictions in March, and then able to run the first NSW Endurance Ride after restrictions were lifted on
October 4th 2020.
The actual organisation and running of the ride due to the Covid restrictions, rules and regulations, proved
to be quite a challenge for our small, in numbers, club.
At 5am on the 4th of October 47 riders set out in ideal cool conditions to conquer the deceptively good
conditions of the Red Range track. Most of the horses competing were under the 13 month rule and
congratulations to the sensible way all tackled the ride considering that the horses were not ride fit, due to
no rides being available for the previous 7months. With that fact in mind the Glen Innes Club planned a
three leg 80km course, with riders and horses seeing more of the veterinary team throughout the ride.
Leg one was mostly gravel roads laid out in a figure 8 configuration riders passing through one checkpoint
twice before returning to base. Leg 2 was a repeat of leg one. As the day warmed up the 20km of Leg 3
was north of the base and through bushy paddocks with some shade and a good off road track before
returning to base via soft sandy gravel roads.
Darryl King riding James Bonn was the 1st of 19 middleweight entries in a time of 4:03, and B.C. Only one
middleweight rider failed to complete.
Luke Annetts riding Churinga Taboo was 1st of 7 heavyweight entries in a time of 6:07 and BC. Three
heavyweights failed to complete.
Clare Flemming riding Flemingo Bomsaway was 1st of 15 lightweight entries and BC in a time of 4:15 and
BC with only one lightweight failing to complete.
Modena Schofield riding Flemingo SS was first of 6
juniors in a time of 4:15 with the BC being
awarded to 2nd place getter, Hannah Cossor,
riding Newbury Illustraa’s Impact.

256—Kaja Robinson riding Duray Spartakos

The 40km Intermediate riders departed at 7am on
the 20km leg of the endurance ride returning to
base to face the Veterinary team before heading
out again on the same leg. All bar 5 of the 27
riders safely completed, and appeared to enjoy
once again being able to take part in a ride.
Thank you to our stellar team – Vets Dr Louisa
Poutsma, Dr Nigel Brown and Dr Harley
Peacocke, Chief Steward Marylou Locke - ably
assisted by hubby Bob who along with Bruce
Everson TPR’d all day, our checkpoint operators,
Tracey and Ric Hutchinson for planning and
mapping the track, and all the riders for their cooperation and adherence to all the “restrictions”
that were placed on them.
If you have not yet had a look at the fantastic
photos taken by Candice please check out
the link on the Glen Innes Endurance Riding
Club Inc facebook page or go to https://
www.candiceliddle.com.au/equine-events

Photo Credit:
Candice Liddle
www.candiceliddle.com.au
E: hello@candiceliddle.com.au
M: 0437 873 220
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Ashley Thomas riding Aloha Vanessia

Rachel Brown riding Amarin Brindi
Zac Brown riding Flemingo Papilion

244—Jorgi Jeffrey riding Kaj Emeline
243—Cathy Ferguson riding Die Kinder Kosonaut

251—Jo-An Bailey riding Sha’Alan Phenomenal
Era
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Clockwise from the top: 207—David Kennedy riding Danic Park Arabella—40k; Unknown masked rider;
212—Sarah Parker riding Arabel Prince of Thieves 80k; 308—Carla Marchant riding Evidence—40k;
268—Rachel Vercoe riding Willow—40k
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308—Carla Marchant riding Evidence 40k
200—Luke Annetts riding Churinga Taboo in a riding time of 6:07 winning the Heavyweight division.
233—Emma Cole riding Sienna Faith in the 80k.
Photos from the Glen Innes ride, all courtesy of Candice Liddle.
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Ride Name: Ride The Range Progressive Report
Distance: 80.0km Start Date: 4/10/2020
Ride Type: Endurance
Head Vet: Nigel Brown
Chief Steward: Marylou Locke

Heavyweight
1
Luke Annetts
2
Greg Lyon
3
James Sheahan
4
Katrina Newitt
Thomas Hermann
Gary Thomas
Jolene Cole

Churinga Taboo
Chingford Just Dreaming
Razorback Targaryen
Wybalena Lodge Prince Harry
Halimas Esdikarn
Aloha Tango
Baribo

3
3
3
3
3
2
1

6:07:00
6:22:00
6:54:00
7:09:00
Lame L3
Lame L2
W/D L1

45, 43, 48, 43 (Avg:44)
44, 39, 43, 42 (Avg:41)
32, 42, 48, 51 (Avg:47)
35, 55, 50, 54 (Avg:53)
35, 49, 41, 48 (Avg:46)
39, 40, 51 (Avg:45)
32, 40 (Avg:40)

Middleweight
1
Darryl King
2
Kristie Wright
3
Damien Keys
4
Sarah Parker
5
Rodney Curry
6
Dean Chamberlain
7
Christopher Schofield
8
Victorie Alran
9
Raymond Griffiths
10 Ashley Thomas
11 Troy Rimmer
12 Judith Burton
13 Ross Pead
14 Bianca Richards
15 Karen Lee
16 Cathy Ferguson
16 Jane Davidson
18 Fiona Meller
Jo-Anne Bailey

James Bonn
Wyabalena Lodge Aflirt
Elfar Tilly
Arabec Prince of Thieves
Cooroora Allyjah
Talika Showdown
Aloha Desert Thor
Flemingo Saphire
Cherox Shaadin
Aloha Vanessia
Box Hill Jackpot
Woodbourne Jim Brown
Nyora Keanu
Arab Crest Armani
Mishka El Amarni
Die Kinder Kosmonaut
Summervale Raj
Fairview Sweet Magieca
Sha'Alan Phenomenal Era

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

4:15:00
4:51:00
5:12:00
5:41:00
5:43:00
6:13:00
6:15:00
6:43:00
6:45:00
6:52:00
6:57:00
7:20:00
7:21:00
7:24:00
7:26:00
7:31:00
7:31:00
8:06:00
Lame L2

28, 43, 45, 46 (Avg:44)
35, 48, 47, 45 (Avg:46)
33, 44, 41, 45 (Avg:43)
37, 41, 43, 44 (Avg:42)
36, 39, 42, 43 (Avg:41)
35, 41, 40, 43 (Avg:41)
36, 42, 50, 47 (Avg:46)
37, 41, 48, 50 (Avg:46)
37, 50, 46, 54 (Avg:50)
36, 42, 38, 43 (Avg:41)
32, 31, 35, 46 (Avg:37)
45, 47, 45, 48 (Avg:46)
42, 46, 49, 51 (Avg:48)
32, 45, 45, 44 (Avg:44)
43, 50, 47, 55 (Avg:50)
36, 40, 39, 45 (Avg:41)
40, 44, 45, 48 (Avg:45)
34, 43, 47, 46 (Avg:45)
40, 48, 45 (Avg:46)

Lightweight
1
Clare Fleming
2
Tracy-Lee
3
Dianne Luker
4
Elizabeth Moir
5
Michele Ladmore
6
Annette Chamberlain
7
Tracey Hutchinson
8
Tahlia Franke
8
Boadicea Mountford
10 Kate Pilley
11 Rachel Brown
12 Jennifer Thompson
13 Jane Paroissien
14 Elske Douma
Xanthe Webb

Flemingo Bomsaway
CC Shaman
Sallydale Wings on Fire
Manana Dolores
Azale Aladdin
Annordean Lady Annette
Warrawee Gay Paree
Bullio Gold Son
Razorback Annatole
Aloha Zulm
Amarin Brindi
Miva Philamina
Cherrington Request
Future Dreams Maximus
Keiko Kashmir Sapphire

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2

4:15:00
4:51:00
5:41:00
6:05:00
6:07:00
6:13:00
6:15:00
6:54:00
6:54:00
6:57:00
7:21:00
7:26:00
8:06:00
8:23:00
Lame L2

36, 38, 42, 40 (Avg:40)
36, 42, 41, 50 (Avg:44)
36, 43, 40, 43 (Avg:42)
45, 41, 42, 44 (Avg:42)
44, 51, 48, 55 (Avg:51)
29, 36, 37, 39 (Avg:37)
38, 41, 48, 52 (Avg:47)
46, 40, 44, 50 (Avg:44)
31, 36, 39, 44 (Avg:39)
32, 37, 43, 47 (Avg:42)
35, 45, 44, 46 (Avg:45)
35, 43, 41, 46 (Avg:43)
40, 48, 51, 46 (Avg:48)
41, 53, 54, 59 (Avg:55)
53, 49 (Avg:51)

Junior
1
Modena Schofield
2
Hannah Cossor
3
Kaja Robinson
4
Zac Brown
5
Jorgi Jeffrey
Emma Cole

Flemingo SS
Newbury Illustraa's Impact
Duray Spartakos
Flemingo Papilion
Kaj Emeline
Sienna Faith

3
3
3
3
3
3

4:15:00
4:51:00
6:43:00
7:21:00
7:31:00
Lame L3

40, 48, 53, 54 (Avg:51)
39, 42, 45, 44 (Avg:43)
36, 44, 55, 46 (Avg:48)
35, 44, 45, 42 (Avg:43)
45, 52, 48, 53 (Avg:51)
34, 42, 43, 48 (Avg:44)
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Ride Name: Ride The Range Progressive Report
Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 4/10/2020
Ride Type: Intermediate
Head Vet: Nigel Brown , Chief Steward: Marylou Locke
Alan Post
David Kennedy
Sue Vacher
Shannen Thorsby
Heidi McGrath
Aimee Jeffrey
Toby Campbell
Michael Combe
Ian Mains
Lynelle Greenwood
Dianne Kupsch

Woodbourne Betty Brown
Danic Park Arabella
Attallah Sultan
Newbury Shaklan's
Impact
Crystan
Red Capri
Heartfire Hafiz
Maxwell Smart
Lady Saphira
Picnic Park Silver Knight
Fortaleza Almira Raine

Ardina Jackson
Louise Jackson
Brad Jones
Martin Conroy-Jaeler
Miranda Hodges
Michael Louden
Renee Kirk
Mark Glanville
Carla Marchant
Rachel Vercoe
Christina Price

Onkaparinga
Lightening
Shellal Jive
Cruise
Garnee Viper
JRK Venom
JRK Phoenix
Bullio Ollie
Evidence
Willow
Ejen Park Impact

Ride the Range—Red Range, Glen Innes
by Fiona Meller
Most of my work colleagues would consider it madness to drive 1,200 km in order to ride a horse 80 km.
Yet there we were, floating a novice horse from Kurrajong to Tamworth, then Tamworth to Red Range
near Glen Innes. That’s COVID-19 for you.
Reliable sources told us that it was an easy novice course, and they spoke the truth. There were three
fairly flat legs with distances of 30/30/20. The first and second legs were an identical figure of eight on
quiet dirt roads, some a little hard underfoot but others with a nice overlay of sand. The third leg was more
varied, including a stock route, farmland and bush trails as well as some more dirt roads.
My mare Cheeky (Fairview Sweet Magieca) is a follower, and still very unconfident. After my regular riding
buddy was forced to abandon his ride plans due to saddle problems, I was desperate to find a new riding
partner for the weekend. Luckily Di Luker put us in touch with Jane Paroissien, who was doing her first 80
km on her gorgeous Welsh B pony Reggie (Cherrington Request). Dapple grey and pretty as a picture, it
was like riding with a merry-go-round pony.
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Our warmup ride on Saturday proved that they would be a good combination, with Reggie firmly taking the
lead position and Cheeky happily sitting in behind.
Sunday morning saw us heading out well behind the front runners, with Di babysitting us through the dark
section of the ride.
Cheeky went beautifully in the dark apart from taking exception to the moths and insects that flittered into
the headlight beam. She put in some spectacular head tosses trying to dodge them.
Di left us after daylight, powering on to place 3rd Lightweight on “Bugsy” (Sallydale Wings on Fire).
As planned, Jane and I finished the first leg in not much more than minimum novice time. We knew it would
be a warm afternoon, and wanted to get as much of the distance behind us as possible in the cool of the
day.
The second leg felt easy since we knew what was in store for us. Reggie was still towing us along, Cheeky
was thinking about shying a little bit more now that her concentration had wavered, but nothing that a firm
growl couldn’t prevent.
The heat was building as we set out on the third leg, and we compromised between keeping the horses
moving to pick up a breeze, and walking to allow them to rest.
There were a few little creek crossings on this leg, and on one of them Cheeky decided to give me whiplash
by doing an unnecessarily gigantic leap across. Fortunately I had a firm grip on the front of the saddle,
otherwise I think I would have exited out the back door.
We finished far too late to watch the Best Conditioned workouts, but we heard later that three of the BC
awards were won by the first placegetters, Luke Annetts and Churinga Taboo (HW), Darryl King and James
Bonn (MW), Clare Fleming and Flemingo Bomsaway (LW). In the Junior division, first place went to Modena
Schofield (Flemingo SS), with BC going to Hannah Cossor on Newbury Illustraa’s Impact.
Many thanks to the ride organisers and volunteers for putting on a very enjoyable event over an excellent
track at a very suitable ride base. You never know, I might be back again another year!

Remember you must put your PIC number on your ride entry forms. If you don’t have one, you can
download the Property Identification Code application and return it to your regional Local Land
Services office. If you require further information on PICs, you can view PIC landholders information
sheet (PDF), or PIC horses information sheet (PDF)

https://www.lls.nsw.gov.au/i-want-to/apply-for-a-property-identification-code
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New Members

Nadia

Holley

Senior

COLO

Taeja

Holley

Junior

COLO

Ava

Holley

Junior

COLO

Zoe

Holley

Junior

COLO

Sevasti

Fileris

Junior

OAKDALE

Luke

Annetts

Senior

TENTERFIELD

James

Sheahan

Senior

FOUR MILE CREEK

Troy

Rimmer

Senior

MUDGEE

Kaitlyn Mercieca riding Coolinda Park Sheeza Doll in riding time of 8:17:00 at the Tumut ride. Photo
credit: Bridget Maher.
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Laminitis

By Sophie Fletcher, Integral Equine Nutrition Veterinarian

Spring has arrived and there are already reports of laminitis doing the rounds –
but do you really understand this common and heartbreaking condition, and how
to manage it?
Laminitis is defined as inflammation of the laminae in the hoof. Once the laminae becomes damaged it no
longer holds the hoof wall and the pedal bone tightly together and the pedal bone can begin to rotate and
sink in relation to the hoof, which can be mild or very severe. Laminitis has been recognised for a very long
time – in fact we have records from as far back as 350BC that refer to “barley disease”! Despite this, we are
still struggling to fully understand how and why it happens, how to treat it effectively and more importantly to
prevent it occurring.
Typical acute cases present with the horse very sore in one or more feet, sometimes with the “classic
laminitic stance”. Some horses will have a bounding digital pulse and hot feet, and obvious sensitivity in the
toe to hoof testers. Chronic laminitis can be harder to see, however divergent hoof rings and stretched white
lines are a tell-tale sign, along with generally “sensitive feet” (i.e. always sore after a trim).
Until relatively recently, most research about laminitis was focused towards a model of systemic
inflammation, such as that caused by severe infection or grain overload (“the pony got into the feed bin”
scenario). Mechanical causes such as concussion, “road founder” and supporting limb laminitis were also
reasonably well understand as in these cases the laminae is simply put under too much pressure. Neither of
these theories really explain why ponies and horses often get laminitis from eating grass.
Now the latest information is suggesting that laminitis is not just a single disease, but a cluster of symptoms
that are caused by multiple underlying causes, otherwise known as a syndrome. Research now shows that
up to 90% of laminitis is caused by endocrine (hormone) problems, with the most common ones being
metabolic syndrome/insulin resistance, and Pituitary Pars Intermedia Dysfunction (PPID, also known as
Cushings disease). In both of these metabolic states, the regulation of glucose and insulin is disturbed,
which results in damage to the laminae. When glucose metabolism fails, it can result in unhealthy high
levels of glucose and/or insulin in the blood, which cause damage to many body tissues, including the all
important hoof laminae.
What causes this system to fail? There are many factors, however we know genetics play a big role. Certain
breeds of horses are adapted to harsh environments, where it was beneficial to store glucose as fat for hard
winters, rather than use it up immediately as energy. These breeds are usually also able to extract a lot of
energy out of their feed “good doers”. Management factors such as lack of exercise and inappropriate diets
make this inherent problem worse, and in extreme situations can cause metabolic problems even in breeds
not usually predisposed to it.
While we can’t control our horse’s genes, we can control diet and exercise – but where to start! It boils
down to: high forage, low sugar and starch. But what does low sugar and starch mean exactly? This is
where it can get confusing, as there are a few different terms used. Non-structural carbohydrates (NSC) is
now an outdated term, however it is still used a lot. NSC refers to different types of carbohydrates - simple
sugars, fructans and starches. Fructans are a form of sugar storage used mainly by cool climate grasses
such as rye. They are rapidly fermented in the small intestine (in a similar way to starch) and may cause
acidosis and laminitis as a result of bacterial die off. This theory was proposed before the link between
metabolism and laminitis was understood, and it is now thought that fructans/gut dysbiosis are not a major
cause of pasture laminitis. As such, many nutritionists do not consider fructans a high risk factor.
It is now possible to measure carbohydrates more precisely - ethanol soluble carbohydrates (ESC), water
soluble carbohydrates (WSC) and starch. ESC are simple sugars, while WSC includes simple sugars and
fructans. With these categories we can tell exactly what is going on in the forage sample and how that might
affect an insulin challenged horse. Current “safe” recommendations are that ESC and starch combined
need to be under 10% for horses at risk of laminitis.
During an acute laminitic episode, it is much too risky to have your horse out on pasture, as the sugars
fluctuate constantly. Horses are grazers however, and must have access to forage, so instead they should
be fed hay that has either been tested to be under 10% ESC+starch, or is soaked. A good guideline is to
feed 2% of the horses bodyweight, while avoiding long periods without feed. Rhodes grass hay, teff hay and
Lucerne hay are typically (but not always) lower in sugars and usually suitable for laminitics, although some
can be sensitive to Lucerne. The absolute no-nos are any cereal hays, oaten, wheaten, barley can all be
extremely high in sugars. Rye grass hay is also typically high, although there are some varieties being
produced for low sugar hay – these will come with feed analysis. Meadow or grassy hay should be treated
with caution, and fed only if tested or soaked.
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Following an acute laminitic episode, we need to make
sure the horse has optimal vitamins and minerals to aid
in healing the hoof. Magnesium, copper, zinc and
selenium are particularly important. When feeding only
hay, some nutrients will be deficient in the diet – mostly
this is vitamin E and omega 3 fatty acids. MSM is a
good additional supplement that aids in strengthening
the integrity of the hoof and is also a good antiinflammatory so may provide some relief for the horse.
Ongoing management is very important once the horse
has fully recovered, or with a horse that has a history or
high risk of laminitis. Very sensitive horses may need to
stay on the acute/emergency diet permanently, but in
the long term it can be possible to allow controlled
grazing – fresh plant material really is the best feed for
horses! This must be done very carefully, starting with
short periods and observing your horse very carefully to
see what it can handle.
Ideally pasture should be tested, across seasons and
weather conditions to see how it behaves and how
much sugar it might typically store. The safest time
(although not very practical!) to graze is between
around 3am and midday. It is be generally safer to allow
laminitic prone horses to graze in the morning. This is
because the plants spend all day in the sunshine
producing sugars via photosynthesis, and overnight
uses them up to grow – resulting in sugar lower stores
in the morning.
Similarly, growth stage of the grass makes a big difference in sugar levels – we want the grass to be rapidly
using, not storing, it’s sugar. Short, barely growing grass, as you often see in the “Jenny Craig” paddock is
usually stressed and sitting around accumulating sugar until it has better conditions to grow – this produces
grass that is much higher in sugar, and not a good idea to graze. Grass that looks lush and is growing in
front of your eyes – in the elongation phase – is using up sugar to grow bigger, and will actually usually be
lower in sugar. The other safer period to graze is once the grass has fully matured and dropped its seed –
all the sugars have gone into the seeds and all you have left is very fibrous stalks – ideal feed for laminitics
(if they will eat it! ).
After ensuring that the forage foundation of the diet is correct, the next biggest hurdle is not nutrition, but
exercise. Exercise aids with weight loss which lowers laminitis risk and improves health, but it also directly
effects insulin use, improving metabolism so it’s a win-win situation. Any exercise is better than none, even
15-20 minutes of hand walking (if the horse is not sore) is beneficial, although higher intensity exercise such
as increasing time spent at trot/canter and using hills and poles to burn more energy (as the horse’s fitness
permits) will reap even better results.

AGM Awards Presentation Notice
At the NSWERA SMC meeting held on 8th October, the annual points score and awards were discussed.
Given the rather extraordinary conditions prevailing this year, it was decided to modify this year’s awards.
Sadly, this year there will be no horse head trophies awarded.
In a normal year there are 5 categories for each weight and junior division. The cost of the Horse heads
alone is approximately $1,549.09 or $77.45 each .Currently there are multiple riders and horses on first
place. At this time, winning distances would be approx. 240kms.
It has been decided that the horses and riders who do place will be recognised. The form of this
recognition will be decided upon later in the year when the final rides, Covid 19 willing, have been run
and won.
As there was no Tom Quilty this year and a number of NSW Horses and riders were to be recognised at
this year’s Quilty, these prizes and trophies will be presented at the prize giving to be held as per usual at
the dinner dance, after the AGM.
Please note that any successful distance attained this year will add to horse and rider lifetime awards and
of course any horse that successfully completes a ride this year will advance towards decade status.
John Howe, for the NSW SMC
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Bel’s Rules of the Month
58. HOOF PROTECTION
58.1 Horses may compete with or without hoof protection. The head veterinarian must consider whether
the shoes, boots, pads or bare hooves are in a condition suitable for the distance and terrain of the ride
being entered and may eliminate the horse if the condition or protection of hooves is considered
inadequate.
58.2 Lost or damaged hoof protection may be replaced on course pursuant to Clause 35.
58.3 Lost or damaged hoof protection may be replaced at ride base prior to a veterinary inspection,
however there is no allowance in relation to your maximum present time. Alternatively, the lost or damaged
hoof protection may be replaced after the veterinary inspection and before beginning the next leg.
58.4 Hoof protection cannot be changed during an individual veterinary inspection. Shoes or boots cannot
be removed or added between repeat trot ups.
59. ELIMINATED & WITHDRAWN HORSES
59.1 Any horse eliminated by the chief steward or the veterinary team, or withdrawn by the rider, shall not
be permitted to continue on any part of the course.
59.2 Any horse eliminated on course by the chief steward shall upon return to the ride base, undergo a
standard end of leg veterinary inspection pursuant to Clause 65.1. Irrespective of the outcome of the end of
leg veterinary inspection, the on-course elimination will prevail.
35. OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE
35.1 Riders and horses must not receive any assistance whilst on course other than:
a) a responsible adult(s) may (as a pedestrian) accompany a horse and rider in an introductory or
micro marathon ride.
b) assistance provided by the ROC at designated checkpoints for both riders and horses such as
water, carrots or sweets
c) the replacement or repair of lost or damaged hoof protection, tack or clothing
d) any other assistance as deemed appropriate and approved by the chief steward.
35.2 Whilst the ride is in progress, support personnel are not permitted on the course or at course
checkpoints, except for rendering assistance as permitted by Clause 35.1 (a), (c) and (d) and then, only if
permission has been given by the chief steward beforehand.
35.3 Support personnel, if on course pursuant to Clause 35.1, shall not follow, precede or accompany the
horse and rider on any part of the course or on any immediately adjacent access track, nor provide any
form of assistance other than that authorised by the chief steward in relation to Clause 35.1 (a), (c) and (d).
35.4 The rider shall not accept any form of assistance when on course, whether solicited or not, with the
objective of giving them or their horse an advantage, other than such assistance as permitted in Clause
35.1. 35.5 Should the support personnel infringe Clauses 35.2 or 35.3, or the rider infringe Clause 35.4, the
chief steward may eliminate the rider depending on the nature, severity and circumstances of the
infringement
54. HORSE CONTAINMENT
54.1 The person responsible for a horse has a duty of care to all other persons to ensure their horse(s) are
contained at all times. A competent responsible person must supervise horse(s) at all times when horse(s)
are in the horse yard.
54.2 The preferred method of horse containment are metal yards, substantially fixed to a solid object such
as a horse float, truck or permanent fence or appropriately pegged into the ground. Alternatively, electric
fencing is permitted, but shall as a minimum, have 2 strands of tape, preferably white and a minimum of
1cm wide, with the top tape to be 1.2 to 1.4 metres above the ground. The posts used should be of
substantial material (steel pickets) and installed so that the tape does not sag. The fence shall be energized
at all times the horse is in the yard.
54.3 Only one horse is permitted per enclosure.
54.4 Ground tethering or the hobbling of horses is not permitted.
Please let me know of any other rules you would like published – I will nominate 2 per newsletter.
Please have a read and let me know what you think, thanks Belinda
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Summary Report, NSWERA SMC meeting held 16 June 2020
ATTENDANCE
Present: Tony Warren (chairman from [8:21]),
Belinda Hopley, John Howe, Kerry Fowler-Smith,
Matthew Walker, Noni Seagrim (chairman for part
of the meeting), Kim Stephens, Kylie Jonkers, April
Newman, Ruth Sumpner, Jo Davis, Jacque Wright,
Alam Dastani. Apologies: Faith Robinson, Peter
Bice,
In attendance: Helen Rich (Minutes), Jacky
Barlow, Garry Weiss as the substitute delegate for
Zone One,
Conflicts of Interest. None declared at this time.
Acceptance of minutes of meeting. Kerry
paragraph 81. Page 3 – changes made.
MOVED
THAT
Carried

Tony Warren, John Howe
the minutes from the Teleconference
Meeting of 29 May 2020 be accepted.
Unanimous

Business arising from last meeting (action log
review)
Action Log
Action log was gone through in some detail.
Invoice for scanners to go to Kerry. Belinda to
follow this up.
Hood use in vetting area: Application of rule to
allow hoods to be noted on social media and
newsletter.
Who is looking after the NSWERA generic emails?
Jo is able, and can ask Steve ( ISP host) to do
this.
Secretariat Report & Ride Calendar (Jacky
Barlow, Jo Davis)
2020: Adults 225, Junior 29, Intermediate 13,
Associate 6 and Honorary 11. Total 284.
Newsletter 102.
Jax said the office is very slow due to Covid19.
Ride calendar is for discussion in Jo’s report.
Rides for approval
B7 Events is withdrawing their application for 5
July, by email this afternoon, reasons given as lack
of communication with the SMC and need to be
approved by ACT government.
Discussion about how to manage the current ride
bookings and expressions of interest for post
COVID restart rides. Uncertainty remains about
rides in the near future but likely to be able to
restart on 1 July. We should look holistically and
proceed forward on the basis that we should be
able to start on 1 July. There will be ongoing
restrictions but these are currently uncertain. A
COVID safety plan is in progress. Originally
thought we would need to apply for an exemption
to the 20 people mas gathering but may not need
to do this in the near future. Noted Public Health
Order conditions re State Forests and private land
where there may be no limit. Question whether
private land becomes public land by virtue of a lot
of people being invited onto it. Would need legal

advice on that it’s an issue. We won’t have facts in
black and white until the next issuance from the
Government. The SMC is working on the
paperwork that will be needed to run a ride and this
will be handed over to ride organisers. Similar to
what happens when a person goes to a café or
club. Garry needs all the information for the Mtn
Lagoon ride.
Kerry said the Government is working as quickly as
possible to sort out what is needed to run sporting
events and other activities .
Jo doesn’t have Forestry approval yet and when
she asked they advised her that they weren’t even
taking applications until 1 July.
We should be going forward bravely with optimism
and if things close down, then we deal with it. We
need to comply with the Government’s
requirements, risk management is imperative and
the government message is fairly clear. We need
to be able to identify everyone who is at our events,
strategies include the Covid Safe app and records
we already keep of attendees, need to advise
people to stay away if they are unwell. Printed
information to be available instead of gatherings for
pre ride talks, stop having presentations, generally
minimise contact. We can also have a ramped up
cleaning process. These things are addressed in
the government’s COVID Safety recommendations.
Noted too that individuals are also responsible for
complying with those recommendations.
Key messages are: Wash your hands, stay away if
unwell, bring your own food, same as PPE with the
horses, minimise contact, stay away from other
people as much as possible. Do everything
electronically, officials to have PPE. Nothing
different to what the government has been advising
for the past four months.
Fortunately riders and connections are educated
about bio security and we have processes in place
with PIC numbers, temperature logs etc. We need
to think along the same lines for humans as we do
with horses. If the government says it’s ok to hold
events, we will probably function a lot better than
other sports, because we are an outdoor non
contact sport.
The Zone One committee has thought about all the
things noted above but is concerned about the
unknowns.
Others are concerned about adult sport going
ahead and our numbers, limits of 100 to 200
people will make events difficult.
The Government Gazette is where everything is set
out. 500 is currently the maximum in a public
space. The media release about sport for adults is
that it can recommence from the start of July. It
was pointed out that we don’t know the minute
details and we won’t until closer to the start.
Do we need to consider restrictions on camping?
The camping restriction only ever applied to
registered camp grounds and National Parks. Not
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to private land.
Ride bookings:
The Rock 11/12 July: Currently no rides in July.
Approved Kim and Noni abstained.
Tooraweenah: requesting the same weekend as
Sussex Inlet. 29 and 30 August alternative
weekend. Problems booking the showground at
other times. If the appeal to AERA about its refusal
to allow the 2020 Qld Quilty is successful, it would
impact on the timing of Tooraweenah. AERA is
possibly holding a meeting on Thursday but may
not decide then. Jo will talk with Tooraweenah, to
run 29 and 30 August hopefully.
Glen Innes is booked for the long weekend in
October.
After The Rock the next ride is 1st and 2nd August,
subject to Forestry approval. Won’t be camping but
just using the trails.
We need to try and get rides going. Noni suggested
that an approach be made now to ride organisers
able to pull rides together at short notice.
NSWERA State Champs: Tumut 27-29 November
2020. Friday 5, 40 and & 160km, Saturday 80km.
Noni asked if there are any questions. Usually
there is only an 80 allowed with a 160k. Usually no
minor ride allowed with a State Ride. What do you
all think? Tony feels that we would need
permission to run anything with distances other
than an 80. John thinks that at this time, we go
ahead with the suggested distances. Approved for
all distances asked for.
2020/2021 rides for approval in order of
receiving;
Watagan Mtns: 18 - 19 April 2021, Saturday 10, 20
& 40km, Sunday 10, 20 & 40km. Traditionally
Tooraweenah’s weekend, Jo has spoken with
Tooraweenah and they will have applied to run
their ride on 10/11 April. Watagan Mtns Approved.
Bumbaldry 24 - 25 April 2021, Saturday 5, 10, 20 &
40km, Sunday 20, 40 & 80km. Approved
Tumbarumba 3 - 4 April 2021 – this is the alternate
date, as the preferred date submitted is the same
as Bumbaldry who applied for the 24/25 April date
first. Saturday 5 & 20km, Sunday 20, 40 & 80km.
Is it worth asking if t Tumbarumba would like to run
a carnival or a newcomers’ day on the Friday?
Support is available if needed, particularly offered
by Kim and Belinda. Approved
Mt Lagoon 27 - 28 March 2021, Saturday 5, 20 &
40km, Sunday 5, 20, 40 & 80km. Approved
Wingello 22 - 23 May 2021, Saturday 5, 10 &
20km, Sunday 20, 41-60 & 80km, Approved
Tooraweenah 10 - 11 April 2021, Saturday 7 &
20km, Sunday 20, 40 & 80km. In relation to
running a 160km in 2021, Sonia will let Jo know
ASAP, but indicated that the June long weekend
probably wouldn’t suit as most of their volunteers
tend to be away.
We have also received applications from Shahzada

and Currowan, but they are over twelve months
away so unable to approve yet.
Jo Davis left at [8:41], Tony took over chair at this
time, returning to the action list. Jax Barlow left at
[9:32}
State Championship 2020 update
Ride approved for weekend of 27, 28 and 29
November. Need to start kicking things along.
Ratification of decisions made between
meetings: letter to AERA re TQ2020 refusal
Letter to the AERA jointly with QERA, to appeal the
refusal to allow the Qld 2020 Quilty proposal. Tried
to get a better outcome for our members.
Hopefully meeting on Thursday night
Letter to go to B7 Events thanking them for their
ride submission and regret that it won’t be going
ahead.
AERA meeting 17/18 July 2020: Ongoing
2019 NSW Office of Sport Grant project –
Advertising campaign, rule books: On hold until
end of the year.
Play by the Rules: No report
2020 AGM (20 February 2021 for future
consideration) :Venue has been booked. Nothing
further to report.
2021 and 2022 Quilty Update: Discussed
previously in this meeting.
Subcommittee from AGM. On hold for this
meeting pending discussion with interested parties.
Kim Stephens: Treasurer
John sent a report, see further in minutes.
Kerry Fowler-Smith: Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants
Working on the report for the $6,500 Office of Sport
grant, will send the acquittal to Tony to sign,
witness and date. Needs to be in by Friday.
Email from a member wanting to know about his
request asking that his horse be put back to full
competition status. Reply as agreed. Email from
Meg Wade offering to donate trophies. John
suggested each trophy possibly have a plaque
acknowledging that Meg donated the trophy.
Agreed that we accept Meg’s kind offer and work
out how we collect the trophies.
The Government is offering a sport recovery
funding package, Kerry will participate in an
upcoming teleconference and follow up what we
could source. We are financially down over
$45,000, this funding is to help cover losses.
Query whether there is any chance of a refund or
reduced premium for our insurance? AERA has
tried this, and has been advised that the insurance
company is continuing to provide cover, eg
Directors insurance, public liability and personal
accident so no reduction.
Letter from Sterling Crossing lodging appeal about
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the AERA Quilty decision tabled and read to
update the SMC on the current position and seek
input. John suggested that NSW holds the
majority of national membership and they would
like a national championship ride. Noted that
NSWERA and QERA have 60% of the national
membership. AERA MC members appointed by
NSW and QERA have asked for the ride to go
ahead but the remaining AERA MC members
voted against the proposal. Proposal was
defeated.
Considerable further discussion on the Quilty
debate with the AERA and its refusal to give the
idea a fair go. Resolved NSW delegates to
continue on with this matter at the AERA level.
Belinda Hopley: Chief Stewards and TPRs,
Grants, Zone 5 Delegate
Woody Pilley enquired about becoming a Cheif
Steward, will attend The Rock to TPR. Canberra
is the week after the Quilty, if the Quilty goes
ahead. Belinda wants the website brought up to
date.
John Howe: Zone 2 Delegate, Newsletter,
Last year to 30 June we had taken in:Memberships $52,540.00
Ride income. $34,425.00
Total.
$86,965.00
This year to date:Memberships. $34,870.00
Ride income. $6,890.00
Total.
$41,760.00
Difference.
-$45,205.00

mentorship program that is set to launch soon.
The members cover most areas of the Zone with a
wealth of knowledge, experience and are looking
forward to getting more people into the sport.
In other news a big congratulations to the Zone
Vice President Vetea Norman and her partner
Rhys Norman on the birth of their beautiful baby
boy Maxwell another future endurance rider in the
making! Zone 5 would also like to thank the SMC
executive members for all their hard work during
this trying time with Covid 19 and all their efforts
with trying to get our sport back up and running.
ETS: Tony will work on the questions relating to
what is supplied.
Hood rule: Mentioned previously at this meeting.
Agreed to continue to implement a local rule, put
the information out via Facebook and the
newsletter.
Members think tank: Belinda to write an article
for the newsletter asking for suggestions on
moving the idea forward.
Mentors update: Ongoing.
Future meeting dates
Tony apologised for the necessarily short notice
for this meeting, will try to give more notice in
future.
Meeting closed 10:25.
Ian Mepham riding Macquarie Park Dassam,
successful in the 40km at Tumut.
Animal Focus

In regard to what we ask Office of Sport for, I’d
suggest the gap. We can then give assistance to
ride organisers to Get “tooled up to run rides
during the COVID-19 Period”. Failing that we ask
on behalf of individual rides, zones, zone
championships etc.
Tony asked if Windeyer are thinking of putting on a
ride. John to follow up with Brad and see if
something can get off the ground. Keryr noted we
don’t know yet what we can ask Office of Sport for.
April Newman: Zone 5 delegate. Promotions
Zone 5 held a teleconference meeting on the 27th
of May via the Go to meeting link, thank you to
NSW ERA for allowing us to use their account and
to Noni Seagrim for setting the meeting up.
Sussex Inlet ride is still full steam ahead for its
September date. Mentioned in a previous Zone
report was Sussex was approached about the
possibility of running an FEI 1*event alongside
their event, not a lot has progressed from this
conversation but information has been forwarded
from Chris Bailey to the committee for discussion
which will be brought up for discussion at the next
Zone meeting .
Five Zone members / volunteers have expressed
interest in doing the First Aid course covered by a
grant that was received by NSW ERA. Just
waiting for some further details from NSW ERA
before proceeding. The Zone also had 7 members
put their hands up to help kick start the NSW ERA
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This is me, Tara Reid and my horse (stockhorse/arab/appaloosa) Chaska, or Chaz for short. He is 9yo and
was bred to be a polo pony but was too small. I bought him from his owner/breeder when 18 months ago
with the express intention of us joining the world of endurance riding.
I talked with the owner about what I was looking for and confirmed that they were comfortable with me
doing as many checks as I could to confirm he was right for me and suitable for the purpose. So, before I
bought him, not only had I spent time with him and ridden him in various situations (in paddock and out on
the road), I also contacted the Sydney Region Endurance Riding Committee and asked for advice on who I
could engage to help me determine if he was suitable. They put me onto Noni Seagrim who was closest to
where he was living in ACT (and is a complete legend).
Noni came out to meet us, did a physical check over him and rode him. Based on her assessment, he’d be
“great little endurance horse”, but I was still a bit nervous, so I built in a 6 week ‘trial’ period into the
purchase agreement where we agreed that Chaz would live at Fieryrange Arabians and be trained by Noni.
We all said yes to the plan, I paid my deposit and we were away.
Can I just say, about the training time at Noni’s, that I have been a trail marathon runner and know all about
running injuries and how long it takes and how careful you need to be when building up distance. I knew it
well for humans, but didn’t really know how to do it for horses. For me, the value in having a professional
take Chaz through those early weeks of training was huge and I’m sure saved him from tendon and
ligament injuries. Noni is also a JENT bodyworker, so really looked after him to ensure he was kept sound.
6 weeks later, I met with Noni and we rode together so she could talk me through whatever I needed to
know, then I had a few weeks for us to get to know each other then ride in our first 40km event at Wingello.
Happy days. Kind of.
Alongside this joyous story is a less joyous
one, and that is of my health. I had just been
diagnosed with an auto-immune disease
(psoriatic arthritis) that was causing me intense
pain in my feet and without heavy medication, I
couldn’t walk, much less look after a horse.
The months leading up to Wingello were a
personal battle to get healthy enough to ride. I
wanted to ride the 40km at Wingello but as the
event got closer, I realised that I wasn’t going
to be able to do it. Although Noni assured me
my horse could do it, I downgraded my
expectations and thought I would enter the
20km. Disappointing, but at least we would still
get to experience our first event. Two weeks
before the event I had to come to terms with
the fact that I was still in a lot of pain plus I was
weak and exhausted. I had done a 20km
training ride and it wiped me out. Chaz was
super fine, but I was shattered and could
barely walk to strap him afterwards. 20km was
not going to happen but I was so determined to
go! I saw that Wingello offered a 10km ride and
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booked myself in. I was worried about driving all that way
plus riding plus caring for him, but there were the Sydney
Endurance Committee again, ready to help me. We did it
and definitely decided that endurance riding is for us!
Fast forward 18 months and I have finally ridden my first
40km! (the story between 10km and 40km is too big to
share here!) The official events we have been planning to
go in have been cancelled, sadly, but my mentor is a super
champion and we mapped a course and just rode it
together. I am very proud of my beautiful horse (he did it
comfortably with an end of ride heart rate of 44) & the
relationship we've built up in our training. I’m also excited
to say that I have finally been able to build up strength,
fitness and resilience to be able to do the ride myself – it
has taken that whole 18 months.
Over this whole time, my mentor, Faith, has been with me,
encouraging me, preparing me, inviting me to training
rides, teaching me about boots, heart rates, feeding and
watering, tack and countless other aspects of the sport.
She doesn't just teach me about the sport, she helps me
ensure my horse is cared for to the absolute best of my
ability (and budget). I am so grateful for this program - I
don't think I could have achieved our first 40km without it.
I'm looking forward to our first official ride – we are booked
into the Bullio 40km Ride later this month.
I'd highly recommend anyone that wants to get involved in
the sport contact the Mentor Coordinator, Faith Robinson
0411074337 (04110RIDER) or mentors@nswera.asn.au

Tara Reid riding 40 kms ( Wheelbarrow
Ridge Road) and the another photo taken
on The Bridge to Nowhere in the
Hawkesbury

NSW ERA Mentor Program
In support of encouraging new members, NSWERA is establishing The
Mentor Program.
Experienced, competitive Endurance Riders are encouraged to submit their
details.
New enquiries from people looking to try Endurance can contact the Mentor
Co-ordinator by phone, text or email who will be able to put them in contact
with a mentor in their vicinity.
If the relationship, for any reason, doesn’t flourish, please contact the coordinator again to establish what can be done. The program is just starting,
so there may be some “wrinkles” to iron out and we will appreciate all the
kind help we can get, thanks!
We have our own phone number 0411 074-337. Remember it as 0411 0RIDER. The email address is mentors@nswera.asn.au
The current Co-ordinator is Faith Robinson.
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Standardbreds in Endurance
Our 4th & 5th Rides
Tooraweenah 2017
So after an 11 month break, the next ride I went to with Haydon
Holmes was Tooraweenah for the Easter Carnival. The plan was
to do 7km on the Friday, then 20km on the Saturday and see how
we went for Sunday. By this time I was without a licence (for
medical reasons) so Terry (my long suffering husband) had to cart
us over, drop us off and come pick us up.
I wasn't well and was scheduled for nose surgery in a few weeks
time. I had a nice ride on the Friday and Haydon did the 7km ride
with ease. I rode with a few of the local kids which was a hoot –
the only challenge was some of the scrub and trees that the
smaller horses went through with ease – I had to tuck my legs in
and lay across Haydon’s neck and we just fitted through some of
the spots! Luckily Haydon was used to the tree branches making
a noise on my helmet or rubbing along him – we had been
practising going through tight places at home. He was a little
confused when we got back so quickly and wanted to turn around
and keep going! I had a rough night with an ear infection on the
Friday night so decided to pull out of the Saturday ride and go
home. It was a lot of mucking around and disappointing to have to
go home early but it was the right decision.
It was another 12 months before I could go to an Endurance ride
again.

Tooaweenah—2017

Tooraweenah 2018
First ride of the season for 2018 (20km at Tooraweenah) was
done and dusted - and our first (and only) vet out. It is traditionally
a tough track (I completed it two years prior) but this year was
even harder with the drought. So hard and rocky and no soft
verges to get a break from the rocks and shale - throw in some
fair size hills (we have none at home to train on), heat, a stressed
horse (and rider) as well as my Achilles letting go about 8km in,
I'm pretty chuffed we made it through at all! All parameters were
excellent - just pulled up lame unfortunately at the end. Haydon
stepped on a rock and rolled his leg - I felt him stumble and he
limped a few steps but then seemed to be okay. Note to self, he
has a big heart and will do anything for me and will keep going
even if he shouldn't!
His pre start heart rate was 42 (he was pretty excited) - end of
ride heart rate was 42 and he was more hydrated when we got
back then when we left. Super stoked with how he drank on track
as it was hot, he was worked up and it was hard going for both of
us. It was very unfortunate that we vetted out at the end.
It had taken us about an hour and half to get to Tooraweenah
which is what I thought it would take. We picked a spot, the boys
set up the yard and I took Haydon for a walk. He was his usual
giraffe, calling out self - prancing around. He even managed a
small four feet off the ground jump and a few little rears. Once the
yard was done, put him in and gave him some hay and water
whilst I went and completed the paperwork and got my bib
(number 21 this time). I helped a friend who was trying endurance
for the first time complete her paperwork and then we went back
to get the horses for vetting.
Haydon was pretty wound up so I was stoked when his heart rate
was 42 - I thought it would be higher! Respiration 11 and temp
36.5. All parameters A's and 2 for skin recoil and capillary and
Tooaweenah—2018
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jugular refill. Then we had to trot out - I am so unfit! Nearly kills me keeping up with Haydon's trot - my
ankle didn't like it too much either (I was recovering from an Achilles injury)!
My friend was riding with her daughter and we had planned to ride together - sadly her daughter's pony did
not pass pre ride vet check - heartbreaking for them for their first ride. So we were going to have to go out
on our own.
The nerves started kicking in and we got saddled up (my hands were shaking). Thank goodness for my
strappers Dylan and Dougie - I think I would have talked myself out of it otherwise! They ended up doing a
'start when you are ready' so I rode out on my own. We got about 500m down the road and Haydon was
'no way, horses are back at camp' and planted his feet and started calling out. I managed to get him going
for about another 500m before the next plant - and a few small rears, a few little pigroots and a few
sideways movements. There were some riders coming up so I waited for them to go past and hoped that
Haydon would follow them - he did. They were obviously ride fit horses though and were motoring along.
Haydon decided to pace after them. So we went between dead stop, trot, pace, humping and sideways.
We won't talk about the Shetland rustling in the trees in a yard and calling out - by this time I was ready to
turn around and call it quits.
We continued on like this for the next few kilometres and stopped at a water trough - thankfully Haydon did
drink (it was pretty hot). So we continued on between stop, pace and trot until the next sticky spot half way
up a hill. Thankfully some more riders came along so I could coax him going again. We got to the top of
the hill and a couple of riders had stopped to adjust their saddles and there was no way Haydon was going
anywhere - so we had a breather in the shade and when they left, we tagged on behind. Haydon decided
sticking with these two was a good idea - I would have preferred not to trot as much as we did through
some of the rockier parts but it was better to do that than risk an accident through fighting. Haydon had
settled in to a good rhythm and was nowhere near as stressed and sweaty so I decided to go with the flow.
About 8km into the ride my Achilles (pre ride injury of Achilles tendonitis and bursitis) decided to let go
altogether so I lost stability - it was like having a broken ankle, it just rolled in the stirrup whenever I put
any weight on it. I have no doubt my unstable riding did not help Haydon at all! It was certainly not a
comfortable ride!
Thankfully my adopted riding buddies could open and close gates or I really would have been in trouble. I
didn't get their names but I am grateful for them letting me tag along and helping with the gates etc. I must
admit when we got to the checkpoint, I considered withdrawing and getting picked up but Haydon was
keen to follow his new buddies. So we set off again. I was following one horse and the second one was
slightly behind and to the right of me - next thing I know Haydon is rushing sideways and the rider is
apologising profusely - turns out Haydon got kicked (I found out later the riders behind us heard the 'crack'
of the connection). It didn't seem to bother Haydon too much.
We continued on including down a really rocky, steep trail - Haydon did well - I would have liked to have
gotten off to give him a break but by this time I knew my ankle wouldn't hold me - it had gone completely
numb. So we battled along and about 2km from home Haydon stumbled on a rock and wrenched his knee.
I felt him stumble and he limped really badly for a few strides but then seemed to come good. Even going
into camp he decided to get excited when seeing the other horses. After the first two buckets of water HR
was down to 51 which surprised me after everything. We went to the vet ring - TPR all good as were all
other parameters. I couldn't run Haydon out so Dylan ran him out for me. There was a slight head bob and
as he came to a halt in front of the vet - went down onto both knees. Not a good look! So the head vet was
called over and Dylan ran Haydon out again - although it wasn't bad, there was a definite head bob. And
his knee was a bit tender. So we vetted out lame. Learned a lot though and it was still a great ride. We
stayed the night and in the morning Haydon was trying to jump out of his yard again to follow the 80km
and then 40km riders. Packed up, had some bacon and egg rolls for breakfast and back on the road
around 8:30am.
We watched him at home over the next few days and hosed the leg regularly and put Tuff Rock on. By the
end of the week, you never would have known he had been sore!
Karen Hocking, Member 107726
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Ride Calendar 2020
November
14

27-29

Central Ranges Endurance
Saturday 40/80km

Shelley Jones 02 63738116
shelley.suzzanna@outlook.com

2

NSWERA State Champs @ Bondo Forest
Saturday 5/40/80/160km

Kim Stephens 0488 473 701
kims5061@hotmail.com

4

December
6

Scenic City Summer
Sunday 20/40km

Fia Hasko-Stewart 0401 999 473
blakesheaven@bigpond.com

4

Ride Calendar 2021
February
20/21

Saturday - NSWERA AGM and Dinner
Dance, Sunday - Seminar

Panthers Bathurst

March
Mogendoura
Saturday 5/20 Sunday 40/80

Duncan McLaughlin 0417 489 275
duncanmclaughlin@yahoo.com.au

5

20/21

John’s River Trainers
Saturday 20/40km Sunday 20/40km

Linda Henley 0417685244
lhenleydesign@bigpond.com

6

27/28

Mountain Lagoon
Saturday 5/20/40 Sunday 5/20/40/80

Garry Weis 0409 840 453

1

6/7

sydneyregionenduranceriding@gmail.com

April
3/4

Tumbarumba
Saturday 5/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Erin Gadsby 0427 030 371
tumbaendurance@yahoo.com

4

10/11

Tooraweenah
Saturday 7/20 Sunday 20/40/80

Sonia Bonham 0428 550 909
gavinandsonia@bigpond.com

2

17/18

Watagan Mountains Training Weekend
Saturday 10/20/40 Sunday 10/20/40

Cody Holloway 0437 628 213

1

24/25

Bumbaldry
Saturday 5/10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

wataganmountainsendurance@gmail.com
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May
15/16

Mudgee “Ray Gooley” Memorial Ride
Saturday 10/20 Sunday 40/80

Gail Fisher 0427 537 636
mudgeeera@outlook.com

22/23

Wingello Forest Ride
Saturday 5/10/20 Sunday 20/41-60/80km

Bec Hogan 0412 600 173
bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au

n/a

5

June
26/27

Roseberg Forest Endurance Ride
Saturday 5/10/20/40/7km ride and tie
Sunday 20/40/80

Jo Davis 0433 576 354
lerc.nswera@gmail.com

4

July
10/11

Canowindra
Saturday 10/20/40km Sunday10/20/40/80km

Louise Piddington 0400009424
belubulaenduranceriders@gmail.com

4

17/18

Kiwarrak
Saturday 10/20/42 Sunday 20/42/84

Ruth Sumpner 0403 015 722
kiwarrakride@gmail.com

6

Currowan – South Coast Zone Champs
Saturday 10/20/40 Sunday 20/40/80/100

Jenny Shepheard 0407 781 089
currowan@hotmail.com

5

31/7 – 1/8

August
7/8

23-27

Watagan Mountains Endurance
Saturday 10/20/40km Sunday10/20/40/80km

Cody Holloway 0437 628 213

1

Shahzada
120 mini marathon/400 marathon

Sue Todd 6379 7218 / 0429 905 038
suetodd@activ8.net.au

1

wataganmountainsendurance@gmail.com

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Please contact the Ride Calendar Portfolio holder
BEFORE sending in a Ride Booking Form.
This is to ensure your preferred date is available.
WE CANNOT HOLD DATES without receiving a Ride Booking Form.

Zone 1—N/W Sydney & Environs;
Zone 2—Central West;
Zone 3—Riverina;
Zone 4—Snowy;
Zone 5—South Coast;
Zone 6—Mid North Coast
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Sally Rides The Alps (Mercantour National Park – France into Italy)
By Sally Fenner
“Mon baton, mon baton!” yelled a Frenchman running down the mountain behind us waving his arms
angrily.
My friend Christine had twisted her ankle struggling down one of the extremely steep descents on foot and
had picked up a stick on the ground. I told her I thought it looked too nicely carved into a shape for it not to
be someone’s walking stick, it turned out I was right. After smiling sheepishly and handing the walking stick
back to the Frenchman we laughed out loud for the rest of the descent. From then on, I called her ‘rebel
nanna’. A gutsy 64 year old who had not ever been hiking or riding in such extreme terrain before. The
exposure on these mountains was insane and I called them mountains on steroids. Apart from ‘pucker
point’ at Tevis and possibly the
steps at Shahzada – I had not
ridden horses in such epic
terrain before and I think the
horses were on the limit of
what a horse is capable of
doing – bearing in mind they
did not have small endurance
saddles on – they had packs
carrying all our supplies for the
week – food, water, sleeping
bag liners, clothes, toiletries,
raingear, first aid kits etc, oh
and of course a daily bottle of
red wine and pastis to go with
our lunchtime picnic,
consisting of copious amounts
of cheese, ham and
baguettes. It could not get
much better than that.
I felt like Bilbo Baggins
journeying across the vast
shoulders of giants, across the
land and crossing borders into
Italy. I half expected Gandolf
The author of this entraining article, Sally Fenner who is now a
and other wizards and hobbits resident of France. Below: The gear the horses carried
to appear out of ruined castles
built into the rocks and to be
chased by Orcs to our next refuge. However, in the end the only thing we did get chased by was a rather
large, wild, male Mule, which scared the horses at a rather vulnerable time dropping into another steep
descent. Scott had to chase him off with the stolen ‘baton’!!
We encountered firsthand how old Italian and French farmers still lived in the mountains with their flocks of
sheep, goats and cows, all singing out their whereabouts with different sized bells around their necks. This
made for quite a haunting yet beautiful
sound echoing across the valleys and
bouncing back at us off the mountains.
Our horses appeared as mesmerised by
the sound as we were and we often
walked in time with the ringing of the bells,
which was quite meditative.
This ‘transhumance’ (moving of livestock
from one grazing ground to another) was
incredible to see and added to the feeling
that we had gone back in time to a place
where no phones or COVID existed.
Freedom at its purest form. I was in my
kind of heaven.
Talking of COVID my dear friend Di
Straney was the entire reason I booked
this trek as she planned to visit from
Australia in September, sadly COVID
killed that plan. I was devastated that I
wouldn’t be riding with her. I had two
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other very long-term mates from England,
also meant to be joining us, but because of
the second spike and quarantining laws they
also had to pull out. In the refuges we had
to wear masks but otherwise we were free
from the worry and stress of it all, a
welcome break I must say.
For those who are not aware, the French
language has ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’
words, so everything has a gender.
Hilariously, there has been a huge, ongoing
argument over here as to whether COVID
should be La (feminine) or Le (masculine). I
am still unsure as to what was decided and
who made the decision. I have been told
they settled on feminine, but others
disagree. If this is true, it’s typical that the
virus killing us all is female!
After finding our fitness and rhythm and
really forming a bond with our mounts it all seemed over too quickly, I could live like this and wished to
journey could go on and on and on. However, the horses needed to be ridden to the lower slopes once
more for the winter and have a long break. The following week this is where the clients ride was taking
them, from the high mountains in Italy above the tree line back across the border into France and back to
Scott’s father’s home on the slopes behind the Mediterranean town of ‘Nice’.
Fortunately, we were all safe and sound and out of the mountains just before storm Alex hit. The Boreon
River and the Vesubie River absolutely destroyed the whole area where we started the ride. Over 80
houses swept away, and many dead and some still missing. Search parties looking for survivors found
bodies washed out of graves from cemeteries. How horrific. The news showed footage of an elderly
couple swept away in their house unable to get out in time. I contacted Scott to ask if the horses were ok
and if his log chalet style house, which we saw at the start of the ride, was still standing. He said the horses
were all fine but he had no communication with the Boreon area as all communications were down and so
he did not know if his house and stables were swept away or not. He often works in Paris in the winter
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whilst his father looks after the horses.
I seem to keep missing bullets, the Australian
fires and now this disaster. The footage on
French television is horrendous. It’s hard to
believe we were there just the week before.
Thank goodness the horses are all ok. Scott’s
father moved over here forty years ago from
California and speaks French with an
American drawl. He came to study the
‘transhumance’ way of life and decided to set
up the ‘Horse & Ventures’ business. Scott
was practically born on a horse and from a
few years old, spent every summer riding with
his dad and his clients. It would be
devastating if they have lost their house in the
high mountains that his father built, as this is a
very special business allowing people to really
experience adventure, sometimes bordering
on misadventure!
I think all my endurance riding friends would
love it. On average we covered around 30 km
a day. Usually encountering two to three huge
mountain climbs followed by passes and
descents. Although mostly walking due to the
steep, rocky terrain, this ride was never boring
and there were plenty of opportunities to trot
and canter on the flatter sections while
following the contour lines. There were plenty
of ‘hairy’ moments, but the horses were so fit
and sure footed it was easy to trust them.
They were all either Spanish breeds or Arabs
or a cross of the two, mostly either rescued or
bred by Scott or his father. I stood back and let everyone else choose their horses first not minding what I
rode and ended up with a perfect little bay roan Arab called Kurt. He was small so very easy to get on and
off and extremely good at negotiating the terrain. All horses wore old army hackamores and forty-year-old
plus, leather Portuguese army saddles with hinges to allow them to move with the horses back movement
enabling them to fit any horse and reduce the likelihood of creating sores. I believe a bit like the Coverdale.
This was a great design and I am surprised there have not been more endurance saddles using this idea.
The scenery changed dramatically crossing into Italy and the refuges always provided us with a hot shower
and a wholesome, hearty home cooked dinner. There are wolves and bears in this region of the Southern
Alps but we didn’t see any. We did see marmots, ibex and chamois (kind of goat x antelope) and roe deer.
There were many large Maremma sheep dogs protecting the flocks and they could be quite aggressive.
There were frequent signs explaining what to do when they ran at you to protect their sheep. The horses
were incredible, taking everything in their stride other than the wild wasps that lived in holes in the ground.
They were territorial and extremely aggressive and two riders had nasty falls when their horses tried to get
away from the attacking
‘guepes’ (French word), they were like
the yellow jackets in California at Tevis.
Attacking wasps were not what you
needed while edging your way across
frightening precipices. Your instinct
was to hold your horse back but Scott
yelled at us to let the horses go as fast
as possible to get away or they were
likely to buck you off!
Ideally I would love to return to this
region or perhaps next time the
Pyrenees on my own horses, however,
you would have to be sure you had a
fit, sure footed, willing and ‘cope with
anything’ kind of horse, that’s for
certain, or you could find an early grave
deep in the wilds of the southern alps.
Sally Fenner
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W.A. State Championship 2020 By Amanda Rayner
On the exact date of the proposed Tom Quilty National Championships to be held in Collie in 2021 , the
State Championships were held on the weekend of the 3rd and 4th of October this year.
On the other side of the country the Queensland state ride was also being held from Stirling Crossing
Endurance complex.
The W.A. event was to be the course for next years Quilty however a prescribed burn in the forest put an
end to that and leg 3 is yet to be run. We will have to wait for next year to have the Quilty course finalised.
The riders said the course flowed well with hardly any hills to speak of. It was tricky at times with boggy
sections where legs crossed, along with some rocky sections.
Of the 17 starters 10 completed the course, a 58 % completion rate .The majority of vet outs were from
lameness with riders eliminated following every leg including one rider following the 5 th leg.
Light showers had softened the track the day before. The midnight start saw clear skies with a near full
moon. The temperature plummeted to an icy 1C with the daytime maximum only 17C . A sunny day
interspersed with cool overcast windy conditions required astute strapping.
The first rider over the line was heavyweight rider Natasha Ellery riding Sundale Bellagio in a time of 14 hrs
and 24 mins . It was Natasha’s first State Championship in 12 years .She rode out at midnight with sister
Mel who unfortunately vetted out lame following leg 2. Natasha rode the next 80 km on her own . This didn’t
phase her horse Joe who Natasha said felt amazing for the whole event. A horse who was destined for a
dressage career Natasha said he just loves to run in the bush . It seems he has found his niche despite
dumping her regularly on training rides. !!!
“Joe “ creamed the B.C. award in his division with an amazing workout.
The 2nd heavyweight position went to Zoe Yusoff riding Amarillo Dancing Solitare in her first 160km
completion. Her strapper boyfriend wasn’t sure about getting up at 3am but Zoe told him ‘’Just bring a rug
and a stethoscope and it will all be alright”.
The 1st middleweight home was Kirsten Melis riding her stallion Woodybrook Houdini . Kirsten’s year had
been fraught with mishap and she had ridden only one 40km and one 80 km as lead up . This was
Houdini’s second successful 160km completion from four attempts. Following the second leg Kirsten
thought she would put Houdini in a bitless bridle. He was feeling so good out on course she had to call for

L to R Jane Radny riding Steel Poppy Regent, Norb Radny riding Pembrooke Park Royalty,
Bec Radny riding West Coast Kia attained 1st place in their respective divisions and the BC
award in the 80 km event.. Photo credit Amanda Rayner
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her bit back again. Houdini was the B.C. horse in the Middleweight division.
1st lightweight was Narelle Bein another Quilty qualifier who was overwhelmed by the performance of her
chestnut gelding Springbrook Flight . Narelle had been vetted out at the State ride in 2019 at the 147 km
marker and so she was delighted at this year’s completion. The B.C. award went to the seasoned Kholonial
Farrington ridden by Lyn Summerfield in the Lightweight division.
Unfortunately no junior riders competed in the 160 km event.
We often talk about endurance families and over the weekend two families shone.
The Summerfields , Richard, Lyn and daughter Kym all completed the 160 km attaining respectively 4 th
middleweight and equal 2nd lightweight .
The Radny family, Norbet, Jane and Bec took out the trifecta in the 80 km event along with the B.C. in each
division . They took just over 5 hours and averaged just over 15 kph .
The atmosphere over the weekend was uplifting . The many volunteers rallied to help on the day with ride
base set up, ride desk and vet ring duties along with the long hours on the computer.
The tireless effort of the course markers over the week leading up to the event must not be forgotten.
The S.E.S. have been manning the checkpoints over the last six years at the State Championships and are
very competent . They track all the horses until they are safely back at base before leaving their post.
Corbins Kitchen have kept the riders well fed for nearly 30 years . Ravenous riders and crew look forward to
their amazing roast on the Saturday evening of the ride. They always keep everything hot until the last rider
is back at base.
A group of 3rd and 4th year vet and animal science students from Murdoch University helped out in the vet
ring over the weekend . They said they thoroughly enjoyed the knowledge gained from TPR skills and all
the useful information shared by the three attending vets. Two of the 4th
year vet students are undertaking their research project on endurance
horse behaviour and with the riders’ permission videoed 12 of the 160 km
horses pre, during and post the ride. Supervised by Dr Anne Barnes the
projects are testing the relationship between grimace response, qualitative
behavioural assessment and how the horses do in the ride. The videos
will be edited for observers to assess and the data will be collated and
reported by the end of next year.
Ride presentations for a 160km ride can be an emotional time . For the
newly qualified riders it will be an achievement and a ride they will always
remember.
Anne Barnes commented that the riders had looked after their horses
beautifully and paid tribute to those who vetted out and how well they
received the tough decisions . Anne also noted that the B.C. workouts
were the best she’d witnessed in this decade attributing to the riders
excellent equestrian ability.
With the prize giving over , ride coordinator Terry Sweeney thanked the
efforts of everyone in making the weekend such a success and wished
everyone a safe trip home.
With the
shortened Corvid
season W.A. has
been fortunate to
have had seven rides post lockdown. They have
all been well attended and with the fresh
enthusiasm that will take us into 2021, W.A. is
very excited about the hosting of the Tom Quilty
National Championships .

State Champion Natasha Ellery 1st
Heavyweight and BC riding Sundale Bellagio
Photo credit Down Under Images
L to R 2nd Heavyweight Zoe Yusoff riding
Amarillo Dancing Solitare and
1st Lightweight Narelle Bein riding
Springbrook Flight
Photo credit Amanda Rayner
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Photos from the Mata
Stables Bullio ride.
3013 - Tegan Ashby
riding Marat MA, 1st
JNR, 6hrs 21mins
Courtesy of Animal
Focus.

3703 - Brian Swan
riding Arabesque
Abdul, 4th HWT 7hrs
22mins

3726 - Essy
Mountford riding
Tonki Dee Boo Allure,
4th LWT, 7hrs 7mins
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Rider Interpretation of Metabolic Indicators
in the Endurance Horse's Logbook (Part2)

Simon Bain BVSc MANZCVS

In my previous discussions on this subject I mentioned why metabolic assessment is necessary. Metabolic
syndromes threaten the welfare of the endurance horse, sometimes to severe extremes. I previously
mentioned assessment of mucous membranes, capillary and jugular refill, and skin recoil. This time I will
include the significance of heart sounds, gut sounds and will include assessment of muscle tone which is
the final metabolic indicator.
Heart Sounds
This is a vet only area, not able to be easily interpreted by the rider or trainer. Abnormal heart beat
rhythms (cardiac arrhythmias) may occur as part of the metabolic syndrome and a vet can detect these and
heartbeat intensity with a stethoscope.
This may not mean a lot to riders but the scoring may be of interest:
A=Normal rhythm and intensity.
B=Variable rhythm, increased intensity.
C=Pronounced arrhythmia, onset of murmurs
D=Pathological murmurs or arrhythmias. Occurrence of this results in elimination.
While we are on heart sounds worthy of mention is "thumps" (synchronous diaphragmatic flutter). What
happens here is that the horse displays a hiccup like action with contraction of the flanks occurring in
rhythm with the heartbeat. During endurance activity horses lose large amounts of electrolytes through
sweat. This contributes, but it is thought that endurance horses fed a diet high in calcium eg lucerne, may
be more prone because the excess calcium in the body affects its ability to mobilize calcium to counteract
losses during endurance exercise. The phrenic nerve controls the movement of the diaphragm, and with
thumps the low blood calcium causes that nerve to become hyper-excited, causing significantly increased
diaphragmatic contraction.
A vet will eliminate a horse with thumps. As a rider/trainer to avoid the chance of this happening I mix
cereal chaff with lucerne chaff and pasture hay with lucerne hay as part of my endurance regime.
Gut Sounds
Gut sounds are often not fully understood by endurance riders. They are of particular significance as an
indicator of the metabolic wellbeing of the horse. Vets listen to 4 different quadrants in assessing gut
sounds. The left and right dorsal quadrants are up in the flank area while the ventral quadrants are a bit
lower down each side. We are listening with a stethoscope for the frequency and intensity of gut sounds
relative to the small intestine and the large intestine (collectively known as the hindgut). Around 60 litres of
fluid is stored in the hindgut and acts as a fluid reserve. When a horse becomes dehydrated and depleted
in electrolytes, and is therefore unable to maintain cooling by sweat loss and evaporation and heat
exchange from lung function, mobilization of water from the hindgut occurs. . Drying out of the hindgut
causes reduction in its motility and therefore reduction in intensity and frequency of gut sounds. This
reduction in motility of the hindgut therefore may serve as an indicator to the vet that the situation is not
good with the horse. There are of course degrees of compromise; hence an accepted gradation is used by
endurance line vets:
A-Normal and active
B=Slight decrease
C=Marked decrease
D=absent, and will result in elimination. As I indicated previously any one of these metabolic indicators will
rarely occur alone and along with absent gut sounds one would expect to see adverse indications in the
other metabolic indicators.
Muscle Tone
Muscle tone is generally not high on the radar of endurance riders' indicators of the metabolic situation.
Endurance vets assess muscle tone by running their hands over the gluteal muscles in the rump. They
should be soft and supple. What we are concerned with here is that hardening up of the muscles in this
area is an indicator of "tying-up" syndrome. It is not uncommon in endurance horses. It can occur as a
single clinical entity or be part of the "exhausted horse" syndrome and the horse shows a disinclination to
move.
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The gradation for muscle tone is:
A=Supple elastic
B= Firm, possibly doughy
C= Fasciculation (rapid twitching muscle movement) and to be differentiated from shivering
D=Cramped swollen hard muscles, and will usually results in elimination, often in conjunction with other
signs.
Rider assessment
Many of these indicators can be readily assessed by riders, especially those who use a stethoscope for
heart rate. You can listen to the 4 gut quadrants and see what we vets are listening for. You can assess
mouth mucous membrane colour and while you are about it press the gums to assess capillary refill time.
You can assess skin recoil at the point of shoulder and also assess muscle tone over the rump.
How do you best get all As and 1s? You all know the answer: Ride the horse with regard to its level of
conditioning, with regard to pace, and nature of the terrain, and prevailing climatic conditions. Sound
easy but of course some of us are inclined towards the competitive aspects!

Ride Review

Matar Stables Bullio Qualifier, Tumut – 10-11 October 2020
Over the weekend of 10-11 October 2020 Tumut Endurance rallied together to run a weekend of
endurance for all in the beautiful Bondo Forest. The team pulled off the event with only a week and a half
to prepare. With the support of Matar Stables and Canobolas Endurance Riders Club, the event became
the Matar Stables Bullio Cup Qualifier, Tumut. This event was a fabulous opportunity for riders to get a
taste of what the 2020 NSW State Championships would be like as they rode leg 1 and leg 2.
The weekend provided amazing weather after what had been quite an ordinary week weather wise.
Saturday saw a 20km ride and a 40km ride with 100% completion in both events. Sunday there was

Jodi Dewick riding Wickwood Dark Rose; Caitin Mercieca riding Coolinda Park Sheeza Doll and Sorsha
Stuart-Rokvic on Charadia ZignZag, 8hrs 17mins.
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another 40km and 85km. The 85km had 51 starters which was great to see after what has been a trying year
for all.
Tumut Endurance would like to thank everyone involved in running this event at such short notice and for the
huge support from Matar Stables and Canobolas Endurance Riders Club, also Headskinz who came in at the
last minute with completion prizes for the 40km rides. We would also like to thank the Mephams of Mericious
Arabians and our regular anonymous sponsor.

Ellen Vine riding
Henley Farm
Janazah, 1st
middleweight
riding with Eliza
Webb riding
Castlebar What's
the Goss, 1st
lightweight in a
riding time of 5hrs
40mins..
Photo: Animal
Focus
.

Gavin Peacock riding Chop Chop, 6th HWT, 8hrs
59mins.
Con Bouzianis riding Conderosa Zaheera, 1st
HWT, 6hrs 16mins.Animal Focus
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Sarah Parker on Bara Park Rosetta with Rachel Reid riding Aloha Sweet Brier, successful in the
Intermediate ride.
Clare Feary riding Equillo with Darien Feary on Valinor Park Madrass, =9th MWT, 7hrs 9mins.
Photos by Animal Focus
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Jennifer Rogers riding Shazam, 11th MWT, 7hrs 9mins with Leanne Hickson riding Regal Buddie.
Photo: Animal Focus

Ride Name: Matar Stables Bullio Qualifier Tumut

Distance: 85.0km
Start Date: 11/10/2020
Head Vet: Matthew Walker
Chief Steward: Louise Counsell

Heavyweight
1
2
3
4
5
6
6

Con Bouzianis
Marty Moran
Jolene Cole
Brian Swan
Alan Mackinder
Gavin Peacock
Ian Dreghorn
James Sheahan
Allan Caslick

Middleweight
1
2
3
4
4
6
7
7
9
9
11
12

Ellen Vine
Sharyn Coulston
Kristie Taprell
Anita Ashby
Ian Curtis
Bev Turner
Tahlia Franke
Shannon Cossor
Clare Feary
Darien Feary
Jennifer Rogers
Kayte Barnard
Jesse Buchan
Leanne Hickson
Tom Bouzianis

Conderosa Zaheera
Coco Chanel
Baribo
Arabesque Abdul
Jezabelle Sweet Dreams
Chop Chop
Mountain Breeze Jacobite
Twynham El Zephyr
A'Landell Jester

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

6:16:00
6:25:00
7:19:00
7:22:00
7:23:00
8:59:00
8:59:00
HR L2
W/D L1

38, 43, 51 (Avg:47)
44, 47, 57 (Avg:52)
32, 39, 48 (Avg:43)
40, 52, 53 (Avg:52)
34, 49, 51 (Avg:50)
32, 44, 57 (Avg:50)
33, 37, 42 (Avg:39)
34, 45, 66 (Avg:55)
32, 46 (Avg:46)

Henley Farm Janazah
Castlebar Roulette
Castlebar Belair
Lentara Park Heather
Blake's Heaven Summer Wind
Dane
Castlebar Telltale
Castlebar Bazaar
Equilo
Valinor Park Madrass
Shazam
Sansa
Mountain Ash Tabasco
Regal Buddie
Conderosa Fiona

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

5:40:00
5:44:00
6:10:00
6:21:00
6:21:00
6:25:00
6:47:00
6:47:00
7:01:00
7:01:00
7:09:00
8:19:00
HR L2
HR L2
HR L1

34, 36, 38 (Avg:37)
32, 40, 55 (Avg:47)
36, 50, 48 (Avg:49)
36, 47, 60 (Avg:53)
37, 44, 59 (Avg:51)
36, 48, 54 (Avg:51)
44, 46, 60 (Avg:53)
30, 46, 51 (Avg:48)
39, 43, 50 (Avg:46)
36, 42, 13 (Avg:27)
40, 38, 55 (Avg:46)
42, 51, 53 (Avg:52)
33, 44, 63 (Avg:53)
38, 52, 65 (Avg:58)
38, 61 (Avg:61)
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John Symons

Lightweight
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
9
10
10

Eliza Webb
Simone Murphy
Tracy-Lee Cossor
Boadicea Mountford
Elizabeth Moir
Julie Hooper
Jodi Dewick
Sorsha Stuart-Rokvic
Mary Hollingsworth
Celia Hodgson
Talea Hasko-Stewart
Kaliana Sloane
Belinda Hollingworth
Fia Hasko-Stewart
Nichola Mepham
Avril Cummins
Roz Edmunds
Victorie Alran

Junior
1
2
3
4
5

Tegan Ashby
Hannah Cossor
Madison Hooper
Kaitlyn Mercieca
Kaja Robinson
Jayme Cooper
Emma Cole
Summer Neal

Ruby Rose

1

HR L1

33, 56 (Avg:56)

Castlebar What's The Goss
Blake's Heaven Adventuress
Future Dream Savannah
Tonki Dee Boo Allure
Windradyne Flame
A'Landell Enigma
Wickwood Dark Rose
Charadia Zignzag
Alexandria
Blake's Heaven Hiraani
Blake's Heaven Bombora
Blake's Heaven Carousel
Ramlea Flash
Blake's Heaven Venus
Orsum-Ma
C-Biskit
Minton East Willows Gift
River Oak Nullabor

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

5:40:00
6:21:00
6:45:00
7:07:00
7:19:00
8:02:00
8:17:00
8:17:00
8:19:00
8:26:00
8:26:00
HR L2
HR L2
HR L2
HR L2
HR L2
Lame L1
Lame L1

40, 47, 58 (Avg:52)
48, 49, 58 (Avg:53)
36, 45, 50 (Avg:47)
46, 54, 60 (Avg:57)
32, 40, 45 (Avg:42)
38, 39, 60 (Avg:49)
40, 45, 49 (Avg:47)
38, 38, 60 (Avg:49)
37, 35, 36 (Avg:35)
34, 42, 49 (Avg:45)
38, 41, 58 (Avg:49)
42, 47, 65 (Avg:56)
38, 53, 64 (Avg:58)
42, 42, 66 (Avg:54)
48, 50, 68 (Avg:59)
40, 46, 65 (Avg:55)
34, 38 (Avg:38)
38, 49 (Avg:49)

Marat MA
Future Dream Amelia
Night Fire
Coolinda Park Sheeza Doll
Flemingo Queen
Jupiter Sharara
Yallaroo Amira
Lilonda Sharjah

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

6:21:00
6:45:00
8:02:00
8:17:00
8:59:00
HR L2
Lame L1
HR L1

42, 50, 58 (Avg:54)
30, 46, 51 (Avg:48)
29, 44, 51 (Avg:47)
32, 43, 43 (Avg:43)
33, 45, 51 (Avg:48)
40, 49, 76 (Avg:62)
44, 44 (Avg:44)
33, 66 (Avg:66)

Ride Name: Matar Stables Bullio Qualifier Tumut

Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 10/10/2020
Head Vet: Matthew Walker, Chief Steward: Louise Counsell
Maureen Zeschke
Jasmine Zimmerman
Tanja Zimmermann
Sam Trainor
Hannah Mitchell
Jacque Thoms
Jane Paroissien
Kim Gaspari
Rachel Reid
Sarah Parker

Skyvictory
Trian Moir Jasper
Rainbow on Fire
Berwick The Patriot
Sahara Park Miss
Rubicon
Kyvalley Toyboy
Cherrington Request
Cooinda Park Harmony
Aloha Sweet Brier
Bara Park Rosetta

Distance: 40.0km
Start Date: 11/10/2020
Maureen Zeschke
Amanda Kettlewell
Poppy Kettlewell
Shirley Clark
Donna Georgievski
Karlee Rose
Alexandra Watson
Meri Lategan
Barb Giddins
Jane Paroissien
Hayley Iggo
Naomi McGaffin
Ian Mepham
Jill Kalkman

Skyvictory
Oso Enigma
Oso Dizzy
Oso Zoltan
Pinedale Zara
Dark Intentions
Rosevale Park Rashid
Malvern Copperfield
Mountain Ash Pale
Moon
Cherrington Request
Berwick The Patriot
KMT Suzie Cue
Macquarie Park Dassan
Who Dat Star

Two of the hard working ride committee at the
Tumut ride—Alan and Jennifer Caslick taking a
break at a checkpoint for 40km ride on the

Saturday. Photo: Bridget Maher.

Distance: 20.0km
Start Date: 10/10/2020
Jessica Head
Georgina Pankhurst
Tracey Morley
Heather Nagle

Aida
Jagg
Aloha Dash
Inshallah Indian Summer
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Poppy Kettlewell riding Oso Dizzy
with Amanda Kettlewell on Oso
Enigma, successful in the
Intermediate ride.
Photos: Animal Focus

Jane Paroissien riding Cherrington
Request, aka Reggie, successful in
the Intermediate ride on Saturday
and Sunday.
Photos: Animal Focus

Maureen Zeschke riding her
Standardbred, Skyvictory at
Tumut, successful in the
Intermediate ride on
Saturday and Sunday.
Photos: Animal Focus
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Summary Report, NSWERA SMC meeting held 28 July 2020
ATTENDANCE
Present: Tony Warren (chairman), Belinda
Hopley, John Howe, Kerry Fowler-Smith, Matthew
Walker, Noni Seagrim, Kim Stephens, Kylie
Jonkers, April Newman, Ruth Sumpner, Alam
Dastani, Faith Robinson,
Apologies: Peter Bice, Jacque Wright, Jo Davis.
In attendance: Helen Rich (Minutes), Jacky
Barlow,
Action Log
Item 174. Grant: Advertising support strategies.
Belinda needs the ride calendar to plan an
advertising schedule to take best advantage of
events for people to attend. Due to effects of
COVID 19 we will ask for an extension of time on
the grant. Belinda, April and Faith are working on
this.
Item 3. $20,000 from the sports recovery funding
has been transferred to the Bendigo Bank. John
needs to obtain a release of the IBD. Will keep the
balance of the tied grant in the CBA and money
coming in will go to Bendigo. Kim spoke with Jax
Barlow about use of QuickBooks. Jax has never
used QuickBooks. Jim Bannatyne used MYOB
and John said his understanding was that they had
worked out some sort of access arrangement.
QuickBooks was recommended but it seems none
of the accounting details were moved. Now need
to decide whether we need QuickBooks or stay
with MYOB. Kim has used both but MYOB more.
Tony believes QuickBooks would allow the SMC to
better view the accounts and that is why Bob
Peirce recommended it.
Item 107. COVID Safety Plan. The SMC adopted
a plan in time for the Mountain Lagoon ride but
there has been changes around community sport,
and there is now a new community sport safety
plan template. Hoping for feedback from Jo, Noni
thinks its ok. Plan revolves around: limiting
spectators, excluding anyone from Victoria who
can’t meet the current provisions, people need to
declare they have not been to the NSW hotspots,
if they have, they can’t attend, record keeping,
cleaning and hygiene.
Ride and all participants need to check the
government website to see what the current
hotspots are, this will be a moving feast. All
participants need to provide a declaration before
entering the ride base stating that they had not
been to any hot spots. Netball has been given an
exemption from the 500 mass gatherings so there
is a mechanism to apply for an exemption if
needed. Kerry will send out the revised plan. This
will be sent to the relevant ride committees as
appropriate. ROs can write their own plan should
they wish, as long as it meets the government
requirements.
Secretariat Report & Ride Calendar (Jacky
Barlow, Jo Davis)

PART 1: MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS
Membership for 2020: Adult 262, junior 31,
intermediate 13, associate 8 with 11 honorary.
2019: adult 352, junior 49, intermediate 23,
associate 14 with 8 honorary.
Rides for approval
Jo isn’t able to attend tonight’s meeting and
apologises for the late notice.
Mudgee – 15-16 May 2021 – 10, 20, 40, 80km.
Approved
Currowan – 31 July 2021 - 1st August 2021. 10,
20, 40, 80,100km. Approved. Rides on both days
with the 80 and 100 on the Sunday.
Amended booking – Matar stables – 31-10-2020 request to add CEI*100km and change AERA
120km to an elevator with option to opt out at
100km. Approved.
Glen Innes rides.
We have been advised that only the Sunday ride
will run as the venue needs to be changed to Red
Range. Name will be “Ride the Range”. Jax
checked regarding the affiliation, advised it will be
a Zone 6 ride. Ride has been approved in its
previous format. Ruth asked that since this ride is
under Zone 6, the information should be sent to
the Zone. It is not necessary to do this, many
rides do not run under a Zone. Suggested that
Ruth contact Denise Trollope about being a Zone
6 ride. Jax to send the information to Ruth. Trish
Mackay is now the secretary. Ruth asked to wait
until Jo advises that the new format ride has been
approved.
Jax to ask Jo Davis to let the relevant ride
organisers know that their rides have been
approved.
Denise also sent a booking form for their ride 13 14 March 2021. Location Pinkett Sports Ground
being run by the Glen Innes club. Rides on both
days. Ride base is within NSWERA area, not
NRZ. Need to be sure about the location and
proposed biosecurity measures. The ride booking
form provides horse health requirement details:
horses from a Hendra area must be vaccinated
with a 3 day HHD. Horses from all other areas
must have a 3 day HHD. Permission to run the
March ride with those requirements would be
based on a risk assessment. Need to ask the RO
for a risk assessment, and to confirm the intended
horse health requirements.
The horse health requirements on the ride booking
forms apply to both ‘Ride the Range’ in October
and the March Pinkett ride. Possibly approval of
the original booking for Glen Innes in October
should have depended on a risk assessment to
support the horse health requirements. Apparently
when the original approval was given, there was
no mention of a restricted ride or the requirement
for vaccination in specific areas. Jax will tell Jo
that Tony will discuss the two Glen Innes club
rides with her.
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Noted riders in the Northern Rivers area can join
NSWERA if they wish. People have approached
Ruth who want to have an open ride. Apparently, it
is possible to get vets and hospitals in the area.
Ruth said that none of the new rides in Zone 6 can
be held with these restrictions. A 10 day horse
declaration is what they require and the vets accept
that.
Kerry read out the statement from the 2018 AGM in
relation to horse health requirements, in effect,
Hendra vaccination. Kerry will send this statement
to Tony for discussion with Jo and the ride
organisers.
Sussex Inlet / Tooraweenah rides.
Letter from Sussex Inlet ride organisers tabled and
discussed at length. Expressing concern about
another ride application for the same weekend but
willing for the SMC to decide the outcome. John
feels they can run on the same weekend for the
reasons set out in his Zone 2 report later in these
minutes and previous email. Matthew agrees.
Rides on different weekends may provide better
opportunity and has been the policy. To change
may set a precedent. COVID19 presents
challenges that may warrant a change to usual
practice. Practical reasons exist for the application
being that particular weekend: ride base and
volunteer availability. Various options to support
both rides were discussed.
Tony called for a vote to approve a second ride for
the same weekend as Sussex Inlet. 3 against, 7 in
favour.
RESOLVED Tooraweenah ride be approved on the
date applied for. John will advise Tooraweenah
Club. Kerry to speak to Sussex Inlet club. Noted
this is not intended to set any precedent, the
current circumstances are unique.
State Championship 2020 update
On hold. We could consider applying for an
exemption to the 500 mass gathering limit for
outdoor events. If the Victorian situation continues,
this would affect the numbers. There is interest
from interstate riders.
Ratification of decisions made between
meetings: None were noted at this time.
AERA meeting 17/18 July 2020
Noni was an apology for the AERA July meeting.
Kerry gave the report.
Appeal against the QERA Quilty failed – AERA
upheld its decision to refuse.
WA Quilty date is up for negotiation. WA has been
asked to move the ride back a week and Shahzada
committee has been asked to move Shahzada
forward a week. There is a timeframe for 6 August.
Hope to have a decision from both groups by then.
Hoods. AERA teleconference held last night,
AERA very dissatisfied with the decision to permit
hoods in vetting areas. Explanation given that it is a
mandate from the NSW AGM and the current rule
is open to interpretation and silent on hoods in

vetting. AERA has decided that the rules don’t
permit hoods, the SMC has decided to continue
with the AGM mandate. AERA will likely put
forward a rule change. NSW ERA could consider
submitting a detailed recommendation to change
the rule to allow hoods. A letter will come from the
AERA on this matter.
Rock tape is seen on horses in the vet ring at the
Quilty. On AERA’s logic, should not be allowed.
Kerry Fowler-Smith: Secretary
Correspondence in.
The Rock ride.
Email received from a member regarding an
incident at The Rock ride. Relates to a horse seen
bleeding from the mouth, shown in a publicly
posted photo. No one is aware of any rule
regarding the use of certain bits at rides. Rule
42.1. 57.2 does not mention specific bits. There
was also a horse ridden in a Market Harborough.
Email suggests such bits and Market Harboroughs
should be disallowed and the rule amended to ban
this equipment. Noted some riders use Market
Harboroughs successfully.
The issues were discussed with the horse’s trainer
who advised that: ‘the horse bit its lip and looked
worse than it was, was examined by the ride vets
and allowed to continue, would have been
withdrawn if needed. This horse has done every
single ride in this bit, just a snaffle with a ring on it.
When the horse returned from the second leg,
there was no blood on the mouth. Vets were aware
of issue and after examination, passed the final vet
check. Horse finished the ride well. All measures
will be taken to prevent this happening again’.
Confirmed with other observers that there was no
running blood visible, seemed to be saliva mixing
with a small amount of blood. Various explanations
for the horse pulling badly. Noted this horse has
been ridden in this bit, but without this issue at
other rides. The question is about this particular
horse rather than more broadly, the gear. Agreed
horse welfare is paramount and that perception is
important. Perhaps a discussion item on gear
could be put to the AGM for the members to
consider. Kerry to reply to member and the
photographer as agreed.
Noted that another letter was sent by a member on
this issue, but was not received by the Secretary.
Invite regarding international ride dates has been
received from Jane Radny. Alam will look for
suitable ride committees and potential events.
Alam left the meeting at [10:08].
Jax left at [10:08]
Matthew Walker left at [10.20]
Email from Roz Edmunds relating to COVID 19
discussed. Suggests NSW ERA suspend the
pointscore for this season and the AERA follow
suit, concerned that ambitious riders may not be as
careful as they should be when it comes to taking
risks. The SMC believes awards are an integral
part of our sport and should be continued if at all
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possible. COVID risk is being managed using the
guidelines provided by the government. We are
unable to dictate to the AERA.
Burraga 2019 prizes
Letter from a member who has not received their
completion award from the 2019 Burraga ride.
Aware there are other people also. There has
been no response from the ride organiser to this
member and others, who have asked about their
awards. Resolved to write to the Burraga Ride
Committee, not Jacque personally, asking when
the prizes from the 2019 ride are going to be
provided. Apparently members were told prizes
would be sent to those on a mailing list, but
nothing has been received. Noted discussions
with Jacque prior to the ride assured the SMC that
completion prizes would be awarded.
Ruth left the meeting at [10:28]
Sports Recovery funding update
About half of our ride clubs and all zone clubs, 20
in total, have been nominated for the grass roots
funding from Office of Sport. We need to go
through an eligibility assessment according to the
grant guidelines. Possibly not all will be eligible but
we were told to register any possibilities.
Now that more information is available, it appears
that there may be 13 or so eligible clubs. Subject
to the grant criteria, clubs need to demonstrate a
financial loss within a specified timeframe,
resulting from COVID 19. We nominated and
requested consideration of the ACT incorporated
clubs, but have since been advised by Office of
Sport that they are not eligible.
We can apply to have additional clubs considered
if they meet the eligibility criteria, this will need
approval from Office of Sport. The money has
been paid to NSWERA, and if not all clubs are
eligible, we will have to pay back some money –
possibly $4,000 or $5,000. Kerry has contacted
the clubs. We are required to allocate and pay
funds to the eligible clubs by 31 July 2020.
Kylie asked if the proposals were closed. Not too
late providing it can be done in the next day or so.
Noted two clubs have not responded to efforts to
contact them. Possibly not eligible in any event.
ETS
Tony has provided details on additional equipment
that is needed but not included in the AERA quote.
After we buy the system we probably need to
spend another $1,000, to buy everything that
could be needed, would probably be an additional
$2,000 to $2,500. Tony suggests we go ahead
and purchase the system. Also need to insure all
the gear and arrange storage and transportation.
Tom McCormack was prepared to train people on
the system, would be very helpful. Agreed we are
purchasing a half system. Agreed to accept the
AERA quote as originally received.
MOVED
THAT
Carried

Noni Seagrim, Kylie Jonkers
NSW ERA purchase a half system of
the electronic timing system.
Unanimous

Kim Stephens: Treasurer: No report, need to
sort out Kim’s access to the accounts and the
banks.
Belinda Hopley: Chief Stewards and TPRs,
Grants, Zone 5 Delegate
Tumbarumba Easter ride – happy to have an intro
day on the Friday, short rides Saturday. Will meet
with April and Faith to discuss topics/presenters.
Would like to offer them $50 for travel. Spoke to
Tony about having a face to face meeting to catch
up. Belinda to send around a list of dates when
there are no rides.
Only ride report is from The Rock – 12 July. Had
a 20, 40 on Saturday and Sunday and 80 on the
Sunday. Rain so was a bit slippery in parts.
Sufficient personnel. Two incidents where riders
parted company with their horses. Another event
when the microchip in the horse was different from
the log book.
Bleeding mouth on horse: see previous
discussion. There was a road rage incident
recorded, report was to be lodged.
John Howe: Zone 2 Delegate, Newsletter,
Issue two of our Covid 19 Newsletter has arrived
in everyone’s letterbox by now. Once again thanks
to everyone who contributed. It was quite a task.
Now with rides returning, the next Newsletter will
be on its way back to normal. We still have a
couple of extra topic articles that will also go into
the next newsletter.
Zone Two. I have already expressed my view on
Tooraweenah and Sussex Inlet running the same
day and have offered suggestions. I'd like to add
that at this time we are far from normal and what
may have applied in the past no longer applies
now. It is imperative that we get as many bums in
saddles as possible at this time. By running two
rides on the one date, we will maximise the
numbers of members who ride. We are in a
financial position to assist with any perceived
shortfalls in cash flow due to reduced entry
numbers at either venue.
Please consider that for the members near
Tooraweenah to travel to Sussex inlet, they would
be away for at least 5 days. The entry fees would
be in the region of $1,000.00 Throw in the cost of
fuel and extra food whilst away, it would simply be
too cost prohibitive for them. Remember that our
members in the west are recovering from both
drought and bushfires and need as much time to
work their own properties and jobs.
I have spoken with Windeyer, Central Tablelands
club will run a ride later in the year. They are
having discussions with the local council at the
moment in regard to Covid19 protocols in regard
to the Windeyer showground.
April Newman: Zone 5 delegate. Promotions
Zone 5 held a Christmas in July social ride for its
members on the 25th of July. Big thank you to
Heidi wade and Michelle George for organising it
and to Heidi Wade for hosting it at her property.
Nothing new to report on Sussex ride with
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Above: Georgie Pankhurst riding Jagg in the 20km at Tumut.
Page 55—Kayte Barnard riding Sansa, 12th MWT at Tumut.
Both photos: Animal Focus
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organising well and truly under way .
Three of the 5 zone members who put their hand up
to do the first aid course via the NSW ERA grant
have booked the course for the 7th of September,
the three members are from bush fire affected area
so it appears the course maybe covered without the
grant but will confirm this as the date approaches.
The other two members who expressed interest in
doing the course, due to personal reasons, are
unable to take part at this currant point in time .
Thank you to Kerry for sending through all the Covid
grant paper work to the zone , the zone president is
currently looking through it all to see if any of it is

relevant to the upcoming zone ride and will be in
touch soon .
Helen Lindsay is also helping piece together some
historical photos and articles on the South Coast
zone to create a trip down memory lane on the
history of the zone and rides from the pass for the
zone’s Facebook page. A big thank you to Helen
and we are all really looking forward to seeing this.
There being no further business the meeting closed
11:02.

Summary Report, NSWERA SMC meeting held 19 August 2020
ATTENDANCE
Present: Tony Warren (chairman), Belinda Hopley,
John Howe, Kerry Fowler-Smith, Noni Seagrim, Kim
Stephens, Kylie Jonkers, April Newman, Ruth
Sumpner, Faith Robinson, Jo Davis Jacque Wright
(part meeting).
Apologies: Peter Bice, Alam Dastani, Matthew
Walker. In attendance: Helen Rich (Minutes),
Jacky Barlow
Conflicts of Interest. : None declared at this time.
Noted we don’t have a full list of correspondence at
this point.
Acceptance of minutes of meeting: Make a
change to No. 175. Letter mentioned there was not
received.
It was noted this meeting is intended to deal with
urgent business and will not address all ongoing
matters.
Kim asked when the minutes secretary position is
up. The current contract started in March 2018,
terms two years plus two years plus one year. The
secretariat position started on the same date. Jacky
agreed that is her understanding of her contract.
The first two years of the contract are up. Kim
wanted to know the details of the minutes secretary
position was as she is new to the SMC.
Business arising from last meeting (action log
review)
John [7:28] joined the meeting.
Jacque and April joined the meeting at [7:38]
Discussion on redirection of the emails for
President, Secretary, Treasurer etc. Noni set up so
Kerry can send from the secretary email.
Item January 3. Update on the bank change over:
waiting for Kerry and Tony to sign paperwork which
has proven difficult because of CBA processes. Kim
sent a late financial report. $35,000 was transferred
to the Bendigo Bank, some money still in the CBA.
John said we are not paid up to Quickbooks at the
moment and not financially committed to any
program subscription. Kim will find out the best IBD
rate with Bendigo Bank. Seems CBA can now offer
online banking with zero charges, so may be easier

to stay with the CBA. Would need to work out a
system of paying expenses. Some banks will set it
up so that Kim could pay a bill; she then sends an
email and asks that the other person go onto the
banking site, tick a box and then off it goes. Kim
said she needs to get the signatures changed and
go forward from here. Noted banks would be aware
of the rules regarding organisations and multiple
electronic signatories. Agreed we cannot have a
single signature, members’ money cannot sit in an
account that only one person has access to. We
need Bendigo Bank accounts set up for two
electronic signatures. If this is not possible, we will
stay with CBA, but there are issues changing
authorised signatures that need to be resolved.
Accounts are functioning with existing signatories.
To be treated as a matter of priority with the
executive.
Item 154: Concerns the Glen Innes rides and the
horse health restrictions imposed. The last two rides
went ahead with these same restrictions. Agreed
to proceed with the upcoming ride, which is the next
ride on the calendar but discuss the restrictions in
relation to the March 2021 and future rides. We
would need a risk assessment done for March 2021
to demonstrate that these restrictions are
necessary. These rides are located within Zone Six
not Northern Rivers. Noted that the list of Hendra
affected zones and adjoining areas doesn’t exist on
the DPI website now, but is still reflected on the
AERA website. Hendra affected zones are the only
areas referenced in the AERA Biosecurity plan.
Discussion about the conflicting motions passed at
the AGM in 2018 and how management of those
was decided. Jo will speak to Denise about this.
Resolved we allow the March 2020 ride to proceed
and ask for risk assessment for future rides.
The Rock – Kerry to deal with this matter in her
correspondence.
159. Burraga prizes still not awarded, Jacque
asked to comment. Jacque [8:14] seems to be off
line.
175. Rider forum: Belinda asked for partial funding
for the presenters from the Office of Sport grant.
Kerry to check budget but should be ok.
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Secretariat Report & Ride Calendar (Jacky
Barlow, Jo Davis)
Volunteer prizes. We usually do the draw at a
meeting but we can’t now because we’re meeting by
teleconference. Decided this is important to
continue. Jacky will draw the names. $100 chief
stewards plus three $50 fuel vouchers. No draw so
far this year, agreed to do two draws now. Assign
against the grant as volunteer incentives. Jacky will
email the SMC with the names. Will do another
draw after the State Ride. Faith will send the
volunteer list for Mtn Lagoon, even though the ride
was cancelled there was still a lot of work done.
Email regarding teams’ position: see Kerry’s report.
Rides for approval

1. Outstanding from last meeting
 Glen Innes – amended form for 3/4 October
2020. Approved
 Glen Innes – 13/14 March, alternate 20/21
March. On hold for now

2. Attached are all the ride booking forms to be

discussed at tonight’s meeting
Roseberg – 26/27 June, alternate 7/8 August.
Approved
 Canowindra – 13/14 March, alternate 10/11
July. On Hold
 Shahzada – 23-27 August. Approved
 Johns River – 20/21 March, alternate 6/7 March
–potentially intending to limit riders. Dates around
the same time as Glen Innes, Mountain Lagoon and
Canowindra. Suggest the last weekend in
February for Johns River. Hold Over Johns River
until we have information from Glen Innes.
Resolved - Advise the Johns River RO they cannot
limit riders.
Kiwarrak – 17/18 July, alternate open. Approved
Belinda will put together a reminder notice for
Facebook to remind riders to take membership card,
forms, logbooks etc. General rule refresher would
be good.



Items for discussion: Rule reminder – can we
please put a notice on Facebook/website/newsletter
reminding all about Rule 35.2 ‘Whilst the ride is in
progress, support personnel are not permitted on
the course or at course checkpoints, except for
rendering assistance as permitted by Clause 35.1
(a), (c) and (d) and then, only if permission has
been given by the chief steward beforehand’. John
will do this for the newsletter.
Website
 Missing summary report for April
teleconference, May’s have been uploaded. Need
June, July and April.
July/August newsletter and COVID-19 Safety Plan
uploaded
Mentor and Step up information posted
Spoke with Chris Bailey – Matar Stables Bullio ride
preparation continuing. Chris asked about holding a
meeting with the SMC to discuss current plans for
rides in NSW.
Kerry Fowler-Smith: Secretary, Public Officer,

AERA, IDP, Grants
Jacque, Matthew and Alam absent at this time.
[8:47PM].
Teams event and pointscores
Will the point score and team’s event proceed?
Jacky explained how the teams event works. We
previously decided to hold these as long as rides
were running. Resolved to go ahead with the
team’s event. Jacky to advise the member who
enquired that the competition will go ahead.
Letter from AERA concerning hoods.
AERA is concerned that NSW allows the use of
hoods as a local rule. Explanation has already been
provided. Agreed to respond thanking AERA for its
letter and advising that the letter was tabled for
discussion.
Horse welfare issue at The Rock ride. Email
contained a list of rules that the author believes
were broken. Seeking rider education and the need
to refrain from causing a horse distress. The author
detailed the condition of the horse as they saw it.
Asking for assurance that in future this horse will be
looked after. Lengthy discussion occurred with the
trainer. Reply as agreed.
Horse welfare issue at The Rock ride. Detailed
opinion on the incident at The Rock – similar to the
contents above, detailed rules similar to those
outlined above. Supplied photos of the bleeding
mouth of the horse. Seeking the horse be put on a
rest order, disqualify the rider and owner/trainer for
a period of time.
Horse welfare issue at The Rock ride. Email from
the AERA Horse Welfare Subcommittee
Chairperson, Mark Dunn. Advising that AERA saw
a photo of a horse with a bleeding mouth at The
Rock. Asked what the SMC going to do about this.
Previous reports have been replied to as agreed,
see record of previous meeting. Lengthy discussion
followed on the new reports. Views expressed that
no rules have been broken. Noted that this horse
has been ridden in this bit for a long period of time
without issue and that it did not bleed on the second
leg of this ride.
The rules quoted in the current correspondence
represent the views of those individuals.
Witness advice provided that the horse returned to
camp at the end of the first leg, when the Chief
Steward attempted to have it checked by a vet.
Horse subsequently passed the vet check with the
vet made aware that the bleeding had occurred.
Trainer requested to take care that the horse didn’t
bleed again. Horse was vetted at the end of the ride
by another vet, again passing with As and 1s.
Views expressed that while the bit may have caused
the problem, it is not necessarily too harsh.
Suggestion that the current rule doesn’t stop this bit
being used. Members who want rules changed can
present alternatives to the AGM. The SMC clearly
does not want to see horse welfare compromised.
Discussions with trainer and witnesses indicate
there is no ongoing issue. Trainer has agreed to
ensure no repeat.
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Resolved to write to the trainer and correspondents
as agreed.

Kim Stephens: Treasurer, Zone 4 Delegate
A belated Treasurers Report as much as I can do.

Support for the training event planned for the
Matar Stables Bullio weekend

July Income
Total $10,047.00
Membership
Personal Accident
Newsletter
Logbooks
Rego Fees
Day M/ship
Ride Fees
Ride Booking Fee
Advertising
Merchandise
Other
Transfers + Postage
July Expenditure
Grassroots Sport
(15 Clubs)

Resolved to allocate some of the Office of Sport
funds for this seminar.
Complaint relating to veterinary treatment
methods
The SMC is not veterinary trained and will not
comment on the matters raised. Resolved to
respond as agreed.
Impact of COVID 19 and suspension of the
points score.
This is a reply to the SMC’s response to a previous
email. As discussed previously, we cannot request
the AERA to suspend its pointscore.
Bushfire Funding:
Email sent regarding a funding to help those
affected by the fires. Applications are direct to the
NSW government. Agreed to communicate this
information via Facebook.
WAERA in response to our concerns about
comments made on an ABC Radio program.
Concerns the 2020 Quilty. We asked the WAERA
SMC to discuss the comments made with the
people involved since in our view, NSWERA was
cast in a negative light on national radio. WAERA
SMC response tabled and discussed. In summary,
the WAERA SMC will not engage in a ‘witch hunt’.
Response asserts that our offer to provide details of
the names used in the radio show transcript risks
bringing the sport into disrepute and could be
viewed as defamatory. Resolved to respond as
agreed.
Belinda suggests a face to face meeting for
September, possibly Panthers Bathurst. Kerry can’t
leave her local area due to work commitments,
others feel uncomfortable with a face to face
meeting.

3130.00
1239.00
70.00
385.00
290.00
510.00
4138.00
Nil
165.00
120.00

The Rock
The Rock
Nil

Owner

14,785.00

John Howe: Zone 2 Delegate, Newsletter,
Newsletter. Many thanks to everyone who has
contributed. It has been great the number of
members who have written or sourced material.
Please note that the cut-off date has been passed,
10th August.
Zone Two. We were pleased to see rides coming
back and of course the fantastic numbers. We were
looking forward to Tooraweenah. Rest assured that
Zone Two will of course be back bigger and better
than ever when all this is over. Zone Two The Best
in The West.
There being no further business the meeting closed
10:08.

Resolved face to face meetings not possible for
now. Belinda has a lot of work that she needs
guidance on which she will send via email. We
could hold a single topic meeting for a couple of
hours, perhaps a number of smaller meetings.
Agreed 2 September by teleconference.
State Championship 2020 (on hold). Watching
brief re need to apply for a mass gathering
exemption.
No further discussion took place at this meeting.
Ratification of decisions made between
meetings: Response to new restrictions/ML 17 Aug
2021 and 2022 Quilty: update. . WA date 3-4
October: The 2021 Quilty has been moved a week
later, further away from Shahzada, hopefully
providing better opportunity for attendance at both
events. Shahzada committee considered moving a
week earlier, but for various reasons is unable to do
so.
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PROXY
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 20 February 2021
New South Wales Endurance Riders’ Association Inc.

APPOINTMENT OF PROXY
Proxy: Name:

M’ship No

I hereby appoint the above person as my proxy to vote on my behalf at
the Annual General Meeting of the New South Wales Endurance
Riders’ Association Inc and at any adjournment.
Appointed by (Name):

M’ship No

Signature:

Date:....../......../………

NOMINATION FOR 2021 COMMITTEE
(Name):

M’Ship No:

I hereby agree to this nomination
Signature:

Date:

Nominated by (Name):

M’Ship No:

SECONDED BY (Name):

M’Ship No

PROFILE OF THE CANDIDATE: (100 words or less)
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These are the current TPR’s who have TPR’d from 1/1/17 to 1/6/19.
Please remember to retain currency you are required to TPR at one ride per
year. A lapsed TPR can be reaccredited by a Chief Steward who will
ascertain that the TPR is up to
date with AERA rules and is able to take the heart rate and respiration
correctly. If the CS
is satisfied that the TPR is up to date, the CS will make a note of the TPR’s
name in the CS report and mark it passed.
Please ensure your name is on the CS Ride Report. When you have
accumulated 20 full
days of TPRing you are issued with your own vest, stethoscope and
thermometer.
Please contact Belinda for TPR’s in your area to assist at your ride.
Any queries contact Belinda Hopley.

P – Prov TPR

Arblaster

Jo

Holdsworth

Sonia

Norton

Gertraud

Blessing

Anthony

Holdsworth

Peter

Owen

Rick

Blunt

Justine

Hopley

Belinda CS

Pankhurst

Georgina

Bonham

Peter CS

Howden

Robert

Pearce

Barbara

Broadbent

Steve

Howe

John CS

Pearce

Gillian

Carter

Bruce

Jones

Wendy

Powell

Rhys

Casey

Karen P

Jones

Allix

Reid

Claudia

Coleman

Phil CS

Jonkers

Linda

Reinhold

Bindi

Circosta

Karla P

Kelly

Peter CS

Rich

Helen

Crane

Jennie

Knight

Lindsay

Robinson

Eric

Dastani

Alam P

Layton

Carol

Ryan

Roz

Dickinson

Patricia

Locke

Bob CS

Sandford

Ken

Dunmill

Mark

Locke

Marylou CS

Seagrim

Neil

Faccini

Vetea P

Manderson

Sooz

Smith

Gordon

Fisher

Haydn CS

Martin

Louise

Spackman

Tammie

Fleming

Claire

Matters

Malcolm

Stevens

Kim

Fletcher

Julie

Merceica

Paul

Sumpner

Shirley P

Gardiner

Johanne

McLaughlin

Duncan

Taylor

Michael

Gauci

Charlie

Mills

Gloria

Thomas

Garry

Giddings

Barb

Milne

Christine

Todd

Sue

Gossip

Robyn

Milne

John

Turnbull

Christine

Grelk

Peter

Monahan

Bronwyn

Turnbull

Ralph

Heggarty

Wayne

Moore

Greg

Wade

Martin

Hickey

Wayne

Nelson

Janette

Walker

Tina

Hill

Anne

Newman

April P

Woods

Sophie
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Notice

Dogs must be restrained at all times.
Due to dogs being found running loose in increasing numbers at
endurance events, it has been resolved that riders
are to be disqualified, if their own dog or a dog
belonging to their camp is found not to be
restrained at all times during the full duration of an
endurance event, i.e. from the opening of the ride
base to participants until its closure.
All chief stewards have been instructed to take
action, enforce this rule and report offenders. A ‘no dogs’ policy may be
introduced, if offences against this rule continue to occur.
NSW ERA Management Committee

Provisional Accredited Vet List, (Accreditation in Progress)
Lauren Fletcher

Clarencetown

0447 690 788

Amy Lovett

Picton

0403 664 673

Sarah Hartley

Singleton

0414 727 212

NOT ACCREDITED but willing to help
Rachel Bailey

Sth Berry

4447 8172

Claire Dennis

Wagga Wagga

0427 003 031

Elizabeth Gale

Taree

6552 2633

Tamaryn Grimmer

Barraba

0418 269 769

Alix Haig

Dubbo

0428 142 602

Michael Healy

0424 579 245

Lisa Ryan

Sydney

0400 104 051

Lara Viney

Kundabung

0402 187 040

Nikki Hui

Tamworth

6766 3088

Chelsea Kramer

Coffs Harbour

(W) 6652 3455

Amy Little

ACT

0418 458 982

Peter Launders

Cowra

6341 3113

Fax: 6342 1795

Peter Prendergast

Collaroy

9971 8487

Fax: 9971 6708

Tom Pritchard

0420 780 948

0413 447 370

Kelly Seres

Cowra

6341 3113

Hazel Steven

Wyong Ck

0427 299 935

Megan Vetter
Alexandra Meier

Dubbo
Corlette

0400 678 183
alexandrameier@outlook.com
Mobile: 0423 197 503
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Fax: 6342 1795

NSW ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION INC.
RIDE BOOKING
PROCEDURES
1.

A ride must be booked a minimum of three months prior to the proposed date for the ride.
This requirement may only be waived with the consent of the State Management Committee
(SMC) under exceptional circumstances.

2.

Ride booking forms will be considered in the order in which they are received (including FEI).

3.

When forwarded to the Secretariat the ride booking form must contain;
(a) an alternative date,
(b) have appropriate contact details,
(c) be signed by a member of the ride organising committee,
(d)

Indicate if there are to be any horse health requirements enforced on the ride (please
see rules 14.1 and 16.5 AERA rules – amendments to AERA Rulebook applicable
01/01/2018).

Incorrectly filled forms will be sent back and may hold up approval.
4.

There will only be one Endurance Event scheduled for each weekend.

5.

The NSW SMC will have the right to approve or refuse a ride application in the overall best
interests of the NSWERA membership. Alternate dates to be advised to Ride Committee.

6.

Priority in allocating dates will be given to ride organisers with an established endurance ride
event to maintain that event; alternate dates will be advised by the NSWERA SMC.

7.

Rides must have approval from the NSWERA SMC before the ride is advertised
ANYWHERE, this includes rides being conducted to replace cancelled rides.

8.

Any changes to an already approved ride, e.g. distance changes, additional rides; must have
an amended ride booking form submitted to the NSWERA SMC for re-approval and cannot
be advertised until reapproved.

9.

The ride booking form will indicate the ride committee’s request for their ride to be dual
affiliated with another State.

10.

The ride organiser will receive confirmation of approval, or non-approval, by the ride
calendar portfolio owner in writing as soon as practicable.

11.

Correspondence will be forwarded to ride committees one month prior to their ride
requesting confirmation of the ride’s Head Vet, Treatment Vet and Accredited Chief Steward;
as well as the ride entry fees.
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Logbook & Identification Procedures
A horse is a novice for a minimum of 90 days from the date on which it
successfully completes its first affiliated endurance ride and may only attempt four
rides during this period, ie if a horse successfully completes its first ride on 1st
July, it cannot upgrade to endurance status until after 28th September and may
only enter four rides during this period. There is no limit on the time it takes to
reach endurance status. Your horse can be a novice for as many months (or
years) as you like.
When your horse has successfully completed 240 kms of affiliated endurance (not
training) rides, it can be upgraded from novice (blue log book) to endurance
(yellow log book) status.
Ensure the brands are clear. If not, have the horse re-branded or microchipped
(Refer to rule H5.2(a) - (b) ) and H5.3).
Have a vet complete the horse identification form (written description and
diagrams) and sign it. Identification and microchipping can be done at most rides,
but it is advisable to check with the ride secretary beforehand.
Complete the logbook application form and attach I.D. form, novice horse logbook
and the appropriate fee.
Please allow 10 working days from date of posting for return.
It is essential to retain a copy of the I.D. form and perhaps have it laminated for the
future.
PLEASE NOTE An Endurance Horse Logbook will not be issued unless a signed
Veterinary Identification Form is enclosed with the application. The I.D. in the
novice log book is NOT acceptable.
If there is anything that you are unsure of, please do not hesitate to phone me.

Jacky Barlow,
NSW Endurance Riders Association
(02) 4938 0081
109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSN. INC.
Application for Registration of a Current Endurance Horse

Horse registration fees for 2016. Lifetime registration fee is $60, payable when the horse qualifies from
Novice to Endurance horse, or a yearly fee of $25 per horse per year. This should be paid with your
membership renewal for 2016. Any endurance horses not registered in 2016 will not be allowed to compete.
A label will be placed inside back cover of the Logbook. To apply for your labels, please complete the
following details and forward with your payment to:

THE REGISTRAR, .109 Sandy Creek Rd Mt Vincent 2323

Owners Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________Postcode: ___________
Membership Number: ________________________

Name of Horse

AERA No.

Annual Fee
($60 lifetime or
$25 per year)

To assist in maintaining our records, please advise of any horse that has a yellow
Logbook that is no longer competing for any reason.

Name of Horse

AERA No.

Reason
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR DISTANCE SCROLL

Applicant name:
Postal address:

Postcode:

Email address:

Telephone:

I wish to apply for a …………….km scroll for the horse listed below, I have enclosed the appropriate fee
(if applicable)
Horse Details
Name of Horse:
Other horse names that may have been used:
Log Book No:

Sex:

Date of Birth:

Breed:

S

M

G

(please circle)

Breed Registration No:
Sire:
Dam:
Breeder:
Owner:
Scrolls are available as follows:

300km

$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 300km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division or has successfully completed the Quilty in under 15
hours.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------800km
$10.00 each.
Available to any horse that has successfully completed 800km of affiliated endurance rides of
80km or over in ONE riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1600km
Free on behalf of AERA
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 1600km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 3000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5000km
Scroll & Trophy free, issued on behalf of AERA.
In recognition of any horse successfully completing 5000km irrespective of riding division.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AERA Certificates of Merit are presented at 1500km intervals over and above 5000km (6500km, 8000km,
9500km etc). Send your completed forms (plus any applicable fee) to the AERA Registrar:
Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Requests for Scrolls 3,000km and above to be presented at the Tom Quilty Gold Cup in WA must be
received by the Registrar well before the event is to take place.
Notes:
(1) Unaffiliated and training rides are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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AUSTRALIAN ENDURANCE RIDERS ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR LIFETIME RIDER DISTANCE SCROLL

The AERA is pleased to announce a Lifetime Distance recognition award for riders who achieve
significant distances during their endurance careers. The awards will be presented annually as
part of the AERA annual awards presented at each Tom Quilty.
The first level of recognition shall be 10,000kms with subsequent recognition at 5,000km intervals.

APPLICANTS DETAILS
Name:
Membership No:

Telephone:

Postal Address:
Email Address:

DETAILS OF RIDER INFORMATION
Riders Full Name:
Previous name e.g. Maiden name
Current Membership No:
DOB:

/

/

Previous Membership No:
SEX:

Male

Female

First year of competition:

DISTANCE APPLYING FOR:
10,000km

15,000km

20,000km

25,000km

30,000km

35,000km

NOTES FOR REGISTRAR (IF REQUIRED):

Jo Bailey
207 Laytons Range Road
NYMBOIDA NSW 2460

Email: baileyjo68@gmail.com
Phone: (02) 6647 7161 ah

Notes:
(1)
Unaffiliated, introductory, training rides and mini marathons are NOT counted.
(2) Unsuccessful rides (vet outs, withdrawals etc) are NOT counted.
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Ride Secretaries
Annette Bailey
Mobile: 0429 326 245
Email: acabailey@bigpond.com
Bullio Cup

Pam Karner
Mobile: 0457 866 222
Email: drpamkarner@gmail.com
Upper Corindi

Sonia Bonham
“Tarralea”
Armatree NSW 2828
Phone: (02) 6848 5345
Email: gavinandsonia@bigpond.com
Tooraweenah

Amanda Kettlewell
Mobile: 0428 849 720
Email: aejkettlewell@bigpond.com
Table Top

Jo Davis
0433 576 354
woodstock.nswera@gmail.com
Woodstock
Ian Dreghorn
46 Barcoo Street Roseville 2069
Mobile: 0427 456 436
Email: ian.dreghorn@gmail.com
Zone 1 & Q60
Clare Feary
Mobile: 0413 341 270
Email: fearyclare@gmail.com
Wandandian
Gail Fisher
Mobile: 0427 537 636
Phone: (02) 6373 3932
Email: kailaniarabians@yahoo.com.au
Mudgee
Fia Hasko-Stewart
1 Maria Place
Lyons, ACT 2606
Phone: (02) 6289 7348
Email: Fia.Cumming@health.gov.au
Scenic City
Rebecca Hogan
"Tayen" Vinicombes Road
WINGELLO NSW 2579
Mobile: 0412 600 173
Email: bechogan@newmoonstud.com.au
Wingello

Col Lewis
Mobile: 0415 453 434
Email: bricouma1@bigpond.com.au
The Rock
Helen Lindsay
PO Box 440,
Cowra NSW 2794
Phone: (02) 63429289
Email: kintamaniarabs@bigpond.com
Lachlan ERC
Trish Mackay
Phone: 0466 575 824
Email: pmackay54@bigpond.com
Glen Innes
Lizzie Moir
Mobile 0409 058 733
Email: emoir7@hotmail.com
Bago Bush Bash
Rick Owen
“Idylway” Tarrabandra Road
Gundagai NSW 2722
Phone: (02) 6944 1628
Gundagai
Sonya Ruprecht
17473 Pacific Hwy
Ghinni Ghinni NSW 2430
Phone: (02) 6553 9523
Mobile: 0409 539 523
Email: dsruprecht@westnet.com.au
Kundabung
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Ride Secretaries
Jenny Shepheard
P.O.Box 578
Batemans Bay NSW 2536
Phone: 02 44781089
Email: currowan@hotmail.com
Currowan

Matthew Walker
Phone: 0408 468 622
Email: thirlmerevet@bigpond.com
Bunnigalore
Kathy Ward
Secretary Richmond Rivers Endurance Riders
Club
40 Lennox Street
Casino NSW 2470
Mobile: 0403 748 915
Email: kath9178@gmail.com
New Italy

Ruth Sumpner

Post- PO Box 53
Tinonee 2430
Mobile - 0403015722
Email - kiwarrakride@gmail.com

Kiwarrak Cup

Kim Stephens
Phone: 0488 473 701
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com
Tumut Easter Carnival
Mette Sutton
2 Cox Street
Mudgee NSW 2850
(02) 6372 4960 (ah)
Mobile: 0400 308 626
Email: mette.sutton@bigpond.com
Mudgee ERC

Brianna Webb
312 Cedar Ridge Rd
Kurrajong NSW 2758
Email: Brianna.k.webb@hotmail.com
Mobile: 0420 361 348
Zone One—Mt Lagoon
Jacque Wright

Mobile: 0423 733 456
jacquelwright@gmail.com
Burraga

Sue Todd
285 The Gullies Road
Glen Davis NSW 2846
Phone: (02) 6379 7218
Email: suetodd@activ8.net.au
Shahzada

TPR Notice
All TPR's are now accredited for life, regardless of when you qualified. All the known
TPR's are being put on the NSWERA website (Horse Welfare, TPR) and
AERAspace. If you are qualified and you go to a ride to TPR and you are not on the
list, the CS at that ride will check your abilities and knowledge of the current rules
and will re-accredit you on the spot. Your name is then added to this list. If you are
not on this list, then please contact Belinda Hopley.
NSW Committee
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Register of Chief Stewards
1/12/19 Chief Steward Register:
Peter Bonham – “Clancy” Tooraweenah, NSW 2831. 6825 4330 –
Email: clancytoor@ipstar.com
Neil Clarkson – 261 Kain’s Flat Rd, Kain’s Flat. NSW 2850. 0427 258 291 Email: neilc5244@gmail.com
Phil Coleman – 143A Ryans Rd, Lake Innes, NSW 2446. 0409 248 852–
Email: philcoleman143@gmail.com
Louise Counsell – Lot 190 Princes H’Way, Bendandah, NSW 2536. 4478 6288 Email: louisec@live.com.au
Haydn Fisher – 74 Walsh Rd, Budgee Budgee, NSW 2850. 0428 324 449 Email: haydgail@outlook.com
Belinda Hopley – 63 Walga Close, Carwoola, NSW 2620. 6238 2293 Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au
Peter Kelly – PO Box 7, Kendall, NSW 2439. 65594172 Email: carolyn.kelly@activ8.net.au
Renee Kirk - 266 Westbrook Rd, Westbrook, NSW. 2330
Email: jrkendurance@yahoo.com

0419 467162

Bob Locke - 291 Crowther Drive, Kundabung, NSW 2441. 0417 687 630 Email: bmll@bigpond.com
Marylou Locke - 0402 862 979 - Email: maryloulocke@bigpond.com
Tom McCormack – 273 Yass River Road, Yass, NSW 2582. 0409 948 639Email: admin@selxnsw.com.au
Sean Pollard - 730 Beechwood Rd, Beechwood, 2446. 0439 905 942 Email: seanpollard@y7mail.com
Tony Warren – 13 Herbert St, Kemps Ck, NSW 2178. 0412 960 600 –
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Courses: Please contact the NSWERA CS/TPR Registrar if you wish to start the process to be a Chief
Steward.
Please ensure that all the Veterinarians and TPR's (and yourself) are entered on the Volunteers list for
insurance purposes and the CS Ride report. If the TPR is a current Associate Member, please explain to
them that they are entitled to free Associate Membership as a working TPR and may apply for a refund if a
membership fee has been paid.
NSWERA gives our Chief Stewards their own CS vest when they have Chief Stewarded at 15 rides, and
the TPR’s receive their own vest, stethoscope and thermometer when they have completed 20 days as an
accredited TPR.
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NSW Veterinary List—As at February 2020
Address

Email

Phone

Nadine Allan

Gilgandra

nadine@gilvets.com.au

6847 1129

Simon Bain

Yass

bainslie55@bigpond.com

0400 462 656

David Brown

Kiama

collinsstvet@gmail.com

4233 1781

Emma Davis

Yass

myveterinarycareer@tgmail.com

0411 249 729

Chris Dowey

St Mary’s

cldowey@gmail.com

9623 3970

Darien Feary

Sydney

darien.feary@sydney.edu.au

0458 299 561

Heather Glover

glover.heather.m@gmail.com

0409 826 423

Kym Hagon

Manilla

Mudgee

kymhagon@hotmail.com

Karim Kooros

Bowral

retvet@bigpond.com

Glynis Kuipers

Sth Nowra

office@southcoastvet.com.au

6785 1955
0429 821 315
4861 1166
4862 1740f
0412 319 110

Georgia Ladmore

gel311@hotmail.com

0423 359 527

Jess Liddiard

jessicaliddiard23@gmail.com

0433 201 198

nicole_mace_@hotmail.com

0408 117 560

Nicole Mace

South Coast

Nathan Noble

Adelong

Adrian Owen

Wingham

adrianjo1@bigpond.com

0419 276 794

Tony Parker

Luddenham

heartp@icloud.com

0419 245 764

Louisa Poutsma

Sth Grafton

louisa@mobivet.com.au

0411 716 932

Steve Roberts

Gundaroo

stevenhroberts@hotmail.com

0413 759 226

Bruno Ros

Tuncester

bruno@neequinevets.com.au

0427 293 227

Georgiana Sheridan

P O Box 410,
Church Point
HEVC
Clarendon
Canberra

georgiana.sheridan@gmail.com

0455 482 057

striderjet@yahoo.com

0409 280 528

slvandyk@hotmail.com

0405 751 817

Thirlmere Vet
Clinic
Thirlmere

thirlmerevet@bigpond.com

4681 8470
0408 468 622
4681 8700f

Emily Streckfuss
Sarah Van Dyke
Matthew Walker

0428 446 317

Charles Webb

Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
Natasha Webb
Webb Equine Vet
info@webbequinevts.com.au
Services
Canberra ACT
These vets need to do a ride as a line vet before being a Head Vet,

0424 959 115

Tori Locke

Sydney

vlocke@randwickequine.com.au

0429 399 936

Robyn Mather

Medowie

robynmather@hotmail.com

0418 876 848

John Parberry

HEVC Clarendon

hevc@bigpond.com

4577 4611

Heather Reick

3 Scott St
Crescent Head

heather@crescentheadvet.com.au

0447 307 676

0424 959 115
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Newsletter advertising
Deadlines for the newsletter will be the 10th day of every even month, February, April,
June, August, October and December UNLESS otherwise stated.
Remember to get your Ride Previews and Ride Reviews in as early as possible.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
It is preferable for Newsletter content to be emailed in Rich Text format, as a Word
document or inside an email. Photos should be high resolution .jpg files, no larger than
3MB. Photos sent via mail will be scanned and returned if a self-addressed, stamped
envelope is supplied.
You should always check to make sure that any emailed material has actually been
received by the editor.
Advertisements will not be published unless they are accompanied by an appropriate
cheque made out to the NSW ERA. Long term display advertisers can be invoiced by the
NSW ERA. For more information please contact the editor.
Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
One Issue

Two Issues

Full year

Full page

$110

$198

$550

Half page

$66.00

$120

$275

Quarter page

$33

$66

$154

Inside front cover

$132

$220

$660

Inside back cover

$132

$220

$660

Outside back cover

$142

Inserts

$125 + P&H

CLASSIFIED
Members

$5.50*

Non-members

$11.00*

Advertising rates – including GST
*Minimum rate per advertisement for a maximum of 50 words.
Additional words $5.50 for 10 or part thereof.
Send Letters to the Editor to:
Helen Rich, Post Office Box 7197, Wilberforce NSW 2756
Phone: (02) 4576 3388
Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com
At the discretion of the Editor, these letters may be forwarded to the NSW ERA committee
for approval prior to publication.
Please send all correspondence addressed to Helen Rich as above.
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NSW State Management Committee

Executive
Tony Warren

President

Mobile: 0412 960 600
Email: warrenparkarabs@gmail.com

Kerry FowlerSmith
Kim Stephens

Secretary, Public Officer,
AERA, IDP, Grants

Mobile 0412 014430
Email: secretary@nswera.asn.au

Treasurer, Zone 4 Delegate

Mobile: 0488 473 701 Home: 69 472951
Email: kims5061@hotmail.com

Noni Seagrim

Vice President, AERA,
Facebook, Website

(02) 6236 2129 (best) and mobile 0499 777 912
Email : nseagrim@hotmail.com

AERA, Governance, Ride
Standards & Feedback, Child
Protection
Horse Welfare, EWS, Vet
Liaison, Biosecurity

Mobile: 0418 275 675 Home: (02) 4566 4758
Email: peterbice@bigpond.com
Mobile: 0408 468 622
Email: matthewphwalker@gmail.com

Belinda Hopley

Chief Steward and TPRs,
Grants

Phone: (02)6238 2293
Email: belinda.brian@netspeed.com.au

Jacque Wright

Promotions, Website,
Merchandise

Mobile: 0423 733 456
Email: jacquelwright@gmail.com

Alamdar Dastani

International

Mobile: 0488 777 921
Email: alamdardastani@hotmail.com

Kylie Jonkers

International

Mobile: 0418 555 499
Email: kyannelimos@hotmail.com

Non Executive
Peter Bice
Matthew Walker

Zone Delegates
Faith Robinson

Zone 1 Delegate

Mobile 0418 220 927
Email: faithbob@me.com

John Howe

Zone 2 Delegate,
Newsletter, Ride Calendar

Phone: (02) 6373 7750 Mobile 04017 12138
Email: greengully2005@yahoo.com.au

April Newman

Zone 5—Delegate
Promotions

Email: tangaran1021@yahoo.com.au

Ruth Sumpner

Zone 6 Delegate

Email: sumpnerr@gmail.com

Non Committee Personnel
NSW Secretariat
Newsletter Editor

Jacky Barlow, 109 Sandy Creek Road, Mt Vincent NSW 2323
Phone (02) 4938 0081. Email: secretariat@nswera.asn.au
Helen Rich, PO Box 7197 Wilberforce NSW 2756
Mobile 0428 763 388 Email: wattlebee2001@yahoo.com

Track Preservation

Fiona Meller, Phone: (02) 4576 1344
Email: effandee@iprimus.com.au. And Charlie Gauci

AERA Secretary

Kim Moir, 192 Percival Road, Chatsworth, 4570 Queensland
Telephone (07) 5481 6370 Mobile: 0476 166 903 International +61
Email: kktkmoir@bigpond.com

NSW ERA Website: www.nswera.asn.au

AERA: www.aera.asn.au
Endurance World: www.enduranceworld.net

